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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 In 1975, prehistoric ceramics dating to the Late Archaic, Woodland and 
Mississippian Periods were found in a garden at 807 Albany Street in urban Brunswick, 
Georgia. The city of Brunswick lies on the southern end of an old relic Pleistocene barrier 
island and today salt marshes are on its eastern, southern and western sides. After a lull of 
38 years, this site was formally surveyed in May 2008. Shovel testing delineated the 
approximate site boundaries. Shovel testing was followed with the excavation of two 
block units. Recovered in these units was a large in situ deposit of late Woodland Kelvin 
Complicated Stamped sherds from the same vessel. The distribution of these sherds 
suggested that, other than a downward displacement, which was probably caused by 
bioturbation, the sherds had suffered little disturbance since their deposition. The only 
lithic artifact found was a tiny tertiary flake. All of the artifacts from the site were 
associated with an area of yellowish brown to brownish yellow, well-drained Cainhoy 
soil. No other site in the coastal region has been described as being so closely associated 
with a particular soil type. Since all three diverse cultures left behind similar artifacts and 
restricted their activities so closely to a localized deposit of Cainhoy soil, it is likely that 
they utilized the site in a similar way. The data acquired was evaluated in regard to 
possible hunting and mast collecting activities. The latter seems to best explain the 
artifacts found and their association with the dry, loose Cainhoy soil.  Based on the 
common importance of acorns to Late Archaic, Woodland and Mississippian cultures and 
the modern prolific stands of live oak on the southern Brunswick peninsula, the Cook-
Thompson site has been interpreted as a possible acorn processing location. Two shell 
artifacts were found that may have resulted from the on-site manufacture of shell 
ornaments.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In 1919, George and Helen Cook built a small bungalow at 807 Albany Street in 
Brunswick, Georgia. The house was situated on a narrow 45-foot wide lot that extended 
from Albany Street through the entire block to Wolfe Street. Although the house had only 
one bathroom and two bedrooms it was stylishly constructed with 10-foot ceilings, 
hardwood floors, 2 fireplaces, elaborate decorative woodwork and a screened side porch. 
The house was  small, but the living space it provided was adequate for George, Helen 
and their one child, George, Jr., who was to become my father. My grandfather died in 
1940, but my grandmother continued to live in this house until her death in 1958. Our 
family kept the house as rental property until 1974, when my new bride and I moved in. 
Maryann and I lived in the little bungalow until 1979, when our family decided to sell it.   
 

In the spring of 1975, I rented a roto-tiller and used it to plow a small garden plot 
behind the bungalow. After the first hard rain, I discovered several pieces of prehistoric 
Indian pottery on the surface of the plowed soil. Throughout that season, I continued to 
find an occasional piece of pottery. Once, the roto-tiller struck a hard mass of oyster 
shells. This proved to be a shell lens about 1 meter in diameter, which I excavated. The 
lens contained animal bones, but no pottery. All of the pottery and animal bones that I 
found in the garden were carefully placed in a hard cardboard box and stored in our walk-
in closet. At the time, I was engaged in much more exciting archaeological work and the 
pottery in the box received little attention. The following year, I was off to graduate 
school, and with a thesis to write, the pottery in the box was forgotten. However, it was 
always with us and after three changes in residence it ended its journey on Oak Grove 
Island, our present home.  
 

Three decades after its initial discovery, the pottery from the Albany Street garden 
came back to my attention. Somehow, over the years, it had escaped a trip to the 
University of Georgia Laboratory of Archaeology in Athens. While reorganizing some 
stored paper archives in the spring of 2008, I ran across this box. I remembered it well 
and the container still bore complete provenience information. I knew that the box 
contained prehistoric ceramics from my Albany Street garden, but I did not remember 
what kind of pottery it was. To give it due justice, I decided to analyze the 50 or so sherds 
in the box. To my amazement, the box contained St. Simons Plain, St. Simons Incised, 
Refuge Simple Stamped, Deptford Check Stamped, Swift Creek / Kelvin Complicated 
Stamped and Irene Incised types. These sherds represented a 3,500 year span of coastal 
prehistory, all from an area that measured no more than 50 square meters. With this new 
discovery, several questions began to haunt me. First, how extensive was this site? 
Secondly, why was it located on what appeared to be flat land far from a source of 
potable water? The nearest surface stream would have been more than 500 meters to the 
east. Although the topography of Brunswick has been altered in the last 100 years, middle 
19th century maps indicate there were no natural streams in this area. Finally, why was it 
utilized by so many different prehistoric cultures?   
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I decided to address at least the first of these questions by confronting the present 
owners of the house immediately south of 807 Albany Street with the prospect of 
conducting a modern archaeological survey of their back yard, which was open with only 
two small pecan trees to obstruct survey work. The owners, Bryan Thompson and 
Heather Heath, not only gave us permission to conduct shovel testing and block 
excavation in their back yard, but placed their entire house and yard at our disposal. 
Bryan bore an interest and enthusiasm that was extraordinary. In spite of his busy 
schedule as mayor of the City of Brunswick, Bryan still found time to assist us with our 
on-site needs.  

 
I named this site, Cook-Thompson, in honor of my grandparents, who built the 

house at 807 Albany Street, and Bryan Thompson, whose assistance and support made 
this project possible. The official Georgia State site number for the Cook-Thompson Site 
is 9GN343 (Figure 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Cook-Thompson Site, facing south. 
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ENVIRONMENT 
 
 
 
Barrier Island Geology 
 

The lower Georgia Coastal Plain is characterized by a number of sand ridges that 
lie parallel to the coastline (Figure 2). With the exception of the sea islands and the 
present day beach front, these ridges represent a series of barrier islands that were once 
part of relic shoreline complexes, the westernmost of which dated to the early Pleistocene 
epoch of the Quaternary Period (Thieme, 2005:3). Of interest here are the three most 
recent deposits, the Princess Anne shoreline, the Silver Bluff shoreline and the Holocene, 
or modern shoreline. These three complexes consist of small, stubby, completely 
dissected sandy deposits that were formed in a tidally dominated energy regime, which 
was fed by restricted sediment sources (Cocker, 1993). The principal sediment sources on 
the Georgia Coast are the Altamaha and Savannah Rivers and suspended matter 
transported from the continental shelf by currents and wave action. The Coastal Plain 
rivers are minor contributors of sediment (NPS 2005). 

 
The innermost of these three complexes lies about 10 km west of the modern 

shoreline in Glynn County. It is a large sand ridge, the remaining visible portion of the 
Princess Anne shoreline, which formed between 80,000 and 40,000 years ago. The higher 
part of this formation is 3 to 5 meters above sea level. It is not as sharply developed as the 
other shorelines and may have been formed in a relatively short time (Rigdon and Green, 
1980:3). This ridge stretches 20 kilometers from the Turtle River northward to the 
Altamaha River estuary (Booth et al., 2003:63). 

 
Presently, the Silver Bluff Shoreline Complex is 2 to 3 meters above sea level and 

is composed of intercoastal flats, salt marshes, small marsh hammocks and offshore 
barrier islands, notably Jekyll and St. Simons Islands in Glynn County. The somewhat 
level portions of these islands were formed between 37,000 and 25, 000 years ago and 
have mature soil profiles with extensive accumulations of humic matter at a depth of 1-3 
m below the surface (NPS:2005; DePratter and Howard 1980:2). After the initial 
development of the Silver Bluff shoreline, sea level dropped to a low stand during the 
Laurentide Glacial Maximum (LGM) at about 26,000 years before present. With a sea 
level drop of about 120 meters, the Silver Bluff barrier islands would have been slightly 
elevated ridges located over 100 kilometers from the sea (Peltier 1994:200). After the 
LGM, the ice sheet began to melt and its runoff was a principal factor contributing to sea 
level rise. About 4,000 years ago, sea level reached a height comparable to its modern 
stand (Peltier and Fairbanks 2006:3326).  By this time most of the area between the 
Silver Bluff shoreline and the Princess Anne shoreline was flooded and accumulating fine 
muddy sediment, most of which was transported to the coast via fresh water rivers 
(DePratter and Howard 1980: 37). Some areas too elevated to be flooded when sea level 
rose, still exist as “marsh hammocks” or “back-barrier” islands. There are over 1,000 of 
these islands along the Georgia coast. Most of them are natural, but a few are aboriginal 
shell middens and others are composed of modern dredge spoil. The natural back-barrier  
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Figure 2. Map of Coastal Georgia showing the location of Brunswick on the Princess Anne 
shoreline and five other Quaternary Shorelines (after Hails and Hoyt, 1969). 
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islands are erosional remnants of pre-existing uplands (Albers and Alber 2003). As 
sediment accumulated in the low areas with rising sea level, brackish and salt marshes 
developed between the Silver Bluff barrier islands and the old Princess Anne relic 
shoreline and the estuaries behind. As these marshes were developing, a new shoreline 
formed, giving rise to several Holocene barrier islands, notably Little St. Simons and Sea 
Island in Glynn County (Hoyt et al. 1968).   
 
 Today, the Holocene portion of Georgia’s barrier islands are landmasses welded 
onto cores of the older Silver Bluff shoreline. They are characterized by beach front 
berms backed by aeolian dunes. These dynamic zones are either in the process of being  
shaped , or have been recently (< 4000-5000 years) shaped by the geologic interactions of 
wind, wave-driven erosion, accretion, and over wash processes caused by storms and 
seasonal tidal events (Johnson and Barbour 1990; Hoyt 1967; Johnson et al 1974)). 
 

For the sake of reference, the modern Georgia Coast has been divided into a series 
of barrier island complexes by the Coastal Marsh Hammock Advisory Council (CMHAC 
2002). This report is primarily concerned with the Jekyll and St. Simons Complex, which 
is composed of Jekyll Island, St. Simons Island, Sea Island and Little St. Simons Island. 
The reason for this concern is that the rivers and creeks that flood the marshes around the 
landform on which 9GN343 is located, all flow to and from St. Simons Sound between 
Jekyll and St. Simons Islands.   
 

The southern end of the Glynn County Princess Anne ridge has been so altered by 
urbanization that its natural geomorphologies have not been studied or accurately 
described (Rigdon and Green 1980: 18). Otherwise, its overall similarity to the 
Pleistocene cores of the Silver Bluff barrier islands suggests that prior to the nineteenth 
century; it was relatively flat, fairly well drained land with a mature soil profile and 
vegetation the mirrored St. Simons Island.     
 
 
Site Location 
 

The Cook-Thompson site lies near the southern tip of the Brunswick peninsula 
and is about equidistant from its east and west sides (Figure 3). The City of Brunswick 
occupies the southern end of the Glynn County Princess Anne Ridge, which today is a 
peninsula that juts into the Turtle River drainage. Salt marshes and dendritic creeks abut 
the eastern side of Brunswick, while Turtle River flows past its southern tip. A wide 
branch of Turtle River originally named East River and its tributary Academy Creek 
wash against its western side. The marshes on the western side of the peninsula are 
primarily brackish. Substantial changes in the Brunswick area creeks and rivers were 
made in the middle twentieth century to accommodate the construction of U. S. Highway 
17 and a Georgia Ports Authority shipping terminal.  
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Figure 3. Map showing the Cook-Thompson Site (9GN343) and two other peninsular 
Brunswick sites discussed in this report. 

 
 
Topography/ soils 
 

Soil scientists Rigdon and Green have classified the Brunswick peninsula soils 
generally as Mandarin-Rutlege, or “nearly level soils that are sandy throughout, on ridges 
and flats and in depressions and drain ways (Rigdon and Green, 1980:10).” More 
specifically, the urban portion of Brunswick, which is expanding northward at an 
alarming rate, was classified by them as Mandarin-Urban land complex soils (Mb) that 
are “somewhat poorly drained Mandarin soils and urban land so intermingled that they 
could not be mapped separately at the scale selected (Rigdon and Green, 1980: 18).” 
Mandarin soil is typically fine sand throughout. The A horizon is very dark gray in color 
and about 8 cm thick. The subsurface layer is light gray to a depth of about 50 cm.  
Beneath this is a layer of weakly cemented hardpan that extends to a depth of 90 cm and 
beyond.  
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Prehistoric Plants and Animals 
 

Because the flora and fauna available to prehistoric foragers on the Georgia Coast 
have been thoroughly summarized elsewhere, that information will not be repeated here. 
For detailed lists of indigenous species in the maritime forest and in the nearby tidal 
streams see Marinan 1975; Depratter 1979; Larson 1980; Smith et. al 1981; Pearson and 
Cook 2006 and Thomas 2008. 
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LITERATURE  REVIEW 
 
Summary of Reported and/ or Major Previous Research in the Glynn County Area  
 
1897 C. B. Moore excavated burial mounds at South Brunswick and on the 

north end of St. Simons Island. (Moore 1897 and Pearson and Cook 
2003). 

1937 Preston Holder conducted various excavations in burial mounds and 
shell middens in 1937 (Holder misc. unpublished notes 1937). 

1965-1983 Fred Cook excavated at the Kent Mound and the Kelvin Grove village in 
1965, 1972 and 1975. He also excavated at the Courthouse Site in 1989. 
(Cook 1977, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1986, 1989; Cook and Snow, 1983). 

1972 Fred Cook and Charles Pearson investigated three Savannah burial 
mounds in 1972 (Cook and Pearson 1972). 

1975 Rochelle Marrinan excavated at a late archaic shell ring on the north end 
of St. Simons Island in Marrinan (1975). 

1975-1977 Carlos Martinez (1975), Ronald Wallace (1975), Jerald Milanich (1977) 
and James Zahler (1976) reported their work in burial mounds on the 
north end of St. Simons Island. 

CRM The results of other archaeological work conducted on St. Simons Island 
are in the form of private, unavailable CRM reports. 

Unpublished Ray Crook conducted excavations in a Kelvin Phase site on Jekyll 
Island. Not published?  

 
 
Peninsular Brunswick Investigations 
 

The City of Brunswick prepared dirt-surfaced Prince Street for paving in 1972. 
This required installing storm sewers and widening the existing right of way. At the 
corner of Prince and Cleburn Streets, road building operations unearthed a large Kelvin 
phase site. The Prince Street Site (9GN86) was situated on elevated ground next to a 
small tidal tributary of Clubbs Creek that, like today, probably had fresh water seepage at 
low tide. A mass Kelvin burial was exposed in the curbing ditch. This burial was  
removed and sent to Dr. Ted Rathbun at the University of South Carolina for study. The 
remains were reburied later in the site at a safe distance from the road. The same curbing 
operation that exposed the burial also cut away half of the Kelvin storage/refuse pit 
shown in Figure 16 (Cook 1979:73-75). In 1991, a field school class excavated four one-
meter squares on city right-of-way property along the Southern Prince street curbing to 
search for a Kelvin house structure or other storage/refuse pits. No domestic features 
were found, but a pit containing a prone adult Kelvin burial was encountered in one of 
the test units. The burial was not disturbed and the test unit was back-filled  
 

According to conventional settlement theory, which David Thomas applied to 
sites on St. Catherines Island, this site fits the primary criteria for a coastal Georgia 
“central place” or “residential base (Thomas 2008:241-242).” Thomas identifies the  
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criteria as “…access to drinking water, firewood, and a well-drained, relatively flat 
terrain that would allow for the establishment of a community (Thomas 2008:241).” In 
addition, Thomas says that “the residential base (as an optimal central place) should be 
deliberately located to provide maximum access to both the salt marsh (the highest 
ranking patch [ecological] type) and the maritime forest (the second ranking patch 
[ecological] type; Thomas 2008:267; terms in italics inserted).” The Prince Street site has 
ideal access to salt marsh and the maritime forest (Figure 2). A residential base should 
also have “…potential landing locations and docking areas for watercraft (Thomas 
2008:241).” At 9GN 86, this criteria is met by the small tidal creek that flows nearby. 
This creek, which still holds 1-2 meters of water at high tide near the site, connected 
directly with Clubbs Creek, which is a tributary of Back River connecting to St. Simons 
Sound. In addition to Thomas’ criteria, it has been suggested that permanent villages 
(residential bases) also have a facility for burial of the dead, whether it be a mound, or a 
level ground mortuary (Cook 1979, 1986; Rafferty 1994). Considering all of these 
criteria, and the visibility of prehistoric urban sites, the Prince Street Site was the main 
Kelvin phase residential base for the Brunswick peninsula. 
 

The same 1991 field school also examined a small site in an alley that runs 
between Ocean Avenue and Prince Street. This site was approximately 100 meters west 
of the Prince Street Site and near the south bank of the same creek. Oyster shell was 
exposed on the surface of this site. The one meter test that was dug produced Deptford 
pottery. 
 

In 1974, Craig Sheldon conducted a Cultural Resource Management (CRM) 
archaeological survey of the Brunswick waterfront. A large area of 19th century buildings 
on the western side of Brunswick was razed for an “urban renewal” project. Sheldon dug 
several track hoe trenches and performed selected excavations in both historic and 
prehistoric sites. One prehistoric shell midden investigated was at the western end of 
George Street about 100 meters from Brunswick River. He also found aboriginal sherds 
in a test dug near the corner of Howe and Oglethorpe streets. The only identification he 
offered for the aboriginal sherds is that they resembled Irene (Sheldon 1974:5). 
 

The Glynn County Courthouse Site (9GN214) was investigated by Fred Cook 
Archaeological Services (FCAS) as a CRM contract project (Cook 1989). The 
Courthouse Site was a multicomponent late Archaic through late Mississippian site. Since 
partial clearing had exposed much of the Area of Potential Effects surface, shell scatters 
in this area were chosen for investigation. Mechanical stripping assisted in identifying 
two main activity areas. One, which was Savannah and Irene, measured only about 10 
square meters. The second area exhibited Woodland occupation and was at least 50 
square meters in size, but possibly much larger, because the eastern side was underneath 
Union Street. The two activity areas overlapped slightly. The prehistoric features found 
were Kelvin phase storage/refuse pits; clusters of humate chunks, possibly used as 
abraders, and a fire hearth (Figure 17). Faunal material was relatively well preserved in 
the shell midden. The taxa represented were fish, turtle, small mammals and deer. 
Ceramics and lithics were abundant in both areas. The artifacts found and subsistence,  
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settlement and architectural data led to the conclusion that the Courthouse Site was a 
small temporary hunting camp used by multiple cultural groups. 
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CULTURE  HISTORY 
 
 
 

Prehistoric Period 
 

The following discussion presents a general overview of the prehistoric culture 
history in the Glynn County area as it is currently known. Local archaeological 
periods/phases are based on artifact styles, mortuary practices, architectural features, and 
settlement patterns in Coastal Georgia. Most of these defining cultural characteristics are 
consistent over a large geographical area, but some regional differences have been noted 
on the southern coast that make direct application of cultural definitions from the 
northern coast to the Glynn County area tentative (Cook 1977:15).  
  
The Paleo-Indian Period (10,000 - 8,000 B. C.).  The meager but indisputable evidence 
for Paleo-Indian occupation of Coastal Georgia comes from two diagnostic fluted Clovis-
like projectile points that were found in Coastal Bryan County about 35 years ago (Cook 
1987:14). During the Paleo-Indian period sea level was much lower, possibly 75 feet 
(DePratter and Howard 1980:6), and what is now Coastal Glynn County was then an 
interior environment with the Coastal Strand lying as much as 75 miles to the east. Rising 
sea level during the Holocene geological period flooded Paleo-Indian sites in the eastern 
Coastal Plain (DePratter 1980:7). Sites where Paleo-Indians were exploiting marine 
resources may have been destroyed by wave action or are likely buried beneath marine 
sediments. In the interior, Paleo-Indian culture is generally assumed to have been based 
on the pursuit of herding animals, which moved frequently, and highly selective foraging. 
Consequently, Paleo-Indian sites were of such short duration that artifacts rarely 
accumulated in them. Only a few Paleo-Indian sites have been found in Georgia, and, in 
most cases, their presence is known only by isolated finds of diagnostic projectile points. 
No Paleo-Indian sites have been reported in the Glynn County area. 

 
Archaic Period (8,000- 1,000 B. C.).  The slow westward migration of native people 
caused by the rising sea continued until about 4,500 years ago, when sea level stabilized 
at a point near the present mean sea level (DePratter and Howard 1980:7). Indians settled 
along the Coastal Strand and began exploiting the abundant food resources of the barrier 
islands and adjacent interior. Archaic culture adapted to the hunting of smaller animals, 
such as deer, and the collection of wild plants, fish and shellfish. Archaic people lived in 
small bands and moved frequently as they depleted the food resources in an area. 
Evidence for early and middle archaic occupation in Coastal Georgia consists of frequent 
isolated finds of corner notched and stemmed projectile points. In the Glynn County area, 
early archaic points have been found frequently along the banks of Turtle River, which 
may have been an active branch of the Altamaha River at the time. During the late 
Archaic period (circa 2000 B.C.), exploitation of shellfish became important, and sites 
along the Georgia coast are characterized by large deposits of discarded shells, mostly 
oyster. The Coastal Georgia manifestation of the late archaic, called the St. Simons 
phase, is characterized by the presence of pottery tempered with vegetal fibers. Vessels 
were generally plain, but some were decorated with a series of incised lines or  
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punctations. In recent years an additional type of decorated fiber tempered ware has been 
recognized in the Satilla River drainage (Snow 1977:12; Kirkland 1979). This type, 
which has been AMS dated to B. C. 1100-700, has stamped decorations similar to those 
made during the subsequent Deptford phase. Satilla Simple Stamped pottery has been 
found on the Brunswick peninsula (Cook 1989:24). Archaic culture in Coastal Georgia is 
characterized by semi-permanent base camps that are sometimes associated with large 
shell midden mounds (Marrinan 1975). Numerous excavations at late Archaic sites have 
not produced evidence of substantial domestic structures, but shelter-type structures of 
posts with brush or mat covers may have been constructed. Small hunting or foraging 
sites inland, distant from salt marshes, have produced projectile points and other stone 
tools as well as pottery, but these sites are infrequent and small (DePratter 1979:26). 

 
The Woodland Period (B. C.1, 000 – A. D. 1, 000).  It is generally agreed that Native 
Americans became more efficient at procuring and or processing food resources in the 
first millennium B. C., and that their lifestyle became more sedentary. Cultivated plants 
may have made a significant contribution to the diet, but their significance has yet to be 
defined. The increased stability of food resources probably was the key factor that 
allowed native peoples to build houses and live in villages.  Archaeological evidence 
indicates that late Woodland period sites are common on the Georgia coast. Sites occur in 
the interior as well as adjacent to the salt marshes (Milanich1971). Shell middens are 
generally confined to sites near or in the present day salt marsh and the accumulation of 
shell tends to be thinner and spread over a larger area than in the previous late Archaic 
sites. Houses are constructed of posts set individually or standing in a shell-filled wall 
trench. Internal fire places and food storage pits dug from .3-1meter into the floor of 
houses are common (Cook 1979, 1981). In coastal sites the main food base continues to 
be estuarine species, although domesticated plants may have supplemented the diet. The 
frequency of deer bone in the shell middens indicates a strong emphasis on hunting. 
 
 The Woodland period on the southern Georgia coast can be divided into five 
periods/phases which are based on ceramic differences. While differences in ceramics do 
not necessarily imply significant overall cultural differences, they do allow chronological 
ordering that may assist in making cultural interpretations.  
 
 Earliest of the five periods is the Refuge period, which dates from about 1,000 B. 
C. to about 400 B. C. (Depratter 1976). Refuge ceramics have not been clearly defined 
for the southern coast, and it is possible that this area was only sparsely occupied during 
the first millennium B. C. At this time it seems likely that cultures persisting in the 
manufacture of fiber-tempered ware, such as Satilla Stamped, fill the gap between late 
Archaic and Woodland in the Glynn County area. At this time few data are available that 
would assist in resolving this question. To further complicate this issue, Middle 
Woodland ceramic decoration is very similar to Refuge ceramic decoration, for example, 
simple- and check-stamping occur on subsequent Deptford period ware. Sand burial 
mounds were constructed during the Refuge period in Coastal Georgia, and the two 
mounds investigated By C. B. Moore at South Brunswick may date to this period (Moore 
1897: 15). 
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 Deptford ceramics appear in the archaeological record about 400 B. C. Following 
the decorative style of Refuge, Deptford ceramics are tempered with sand and/or grit. 
Pottery vessels are smoothed or impressed with a carved wooden paddle prior to firing. 
The designs produced by stamping are raised squares, grooves or complicated geometric 
designs. A small Deptford site lies on a low ridge about 600 meters east of the Cook-
Thompson site. Deptford ceramics were also found at the Glynn County courthouse site 
about 1.6 kilometers northwest of the Cook Thompson site (Cook 1989:24). 
 
 By about A. D. 400 ceramics called Swift Creek appear in the area. Evidence for 
early Swift Creek occupation of the Glynn County area is based on a notched or 
scalloped rim vessel found in Mound C at the Evelyn Site (Willey 1949: 380; Snow 
1980; Ashley, et al 2007: 13). However, the few radiocarbon dates from the Glynn 
County area suggest a middle to very late Swift Creek occupation (Table 1).  Swift Creek 
ceramics are distinctive. They were generally well made and most vessels were very 
symmetrical with smoothed interiors. The outer surface was carefully polished or 
stamped with a carved wooden paddle decorated with intricate geometric designs. Rims 
were commonly folded over and polished. The execution of stamped designs was usually 
excellent (Snow 1975). Swift Creek ceramics are typically associated with a type called 
Crooked River Complicated Stamped and may also be associated with Carabelle and 
Weeden Island Incised and Punctated wares (Willey 1949).  
 
 Table 1 shows radiocarbon assays from the Glynn County area. The two 
McIntosh County dates from the north bank of the Altamaha River are in the expected 
range for late Swift Creek, but the two Glynn County dates are at the very end of the 
Swift Creek Period as dated in the Georgia interior Coastal Plain (Stephenson and Snow 
2004:140). DePratter (1991) suggests that Wilmington occupation occurred along the 
northern Georgia Coast from about A. D. 600 to 900 and there is certainly Wilmington 
occupation in the Glynn County area. Cook (1979: 68) recorded Wilmington Cord 
Marked sherds on the surface and in pits dug into the surface of the Kelvin phase midden 
at the Kelvin Grove Site.  
 

Swift Creek ceramics occur in conjunction with a cultural pattern that was new to 
the Georgia Coast, as suggested by features and artifacts found at the Evelyn Site in 
northern Glynn County. Elite Swift Creek burials accompanied by exotic artifacts and a 
large flat-topped ceremonial mound at the site suggest a higher level of sociocultural 
development than that for any previous culture in the region. Swift Creek occupations in 
the Glynn County area may represent an expansion of interior people from south central 
Georgia (Cook 1977:18). Swift Creek sites (i.e. sites occupied by groups whose primary 
decorative ware was Swift Creek Complicated Stamped) are found from the north side of 
the Altamaha estuary in McIntosh County southward to the St. Mary’s River (Ashley et 
al. 2007:7). One possible exception to the southern limit of Swift Creek occupation is the 
Honey Dripper Site (8NA910) on Amelia Island, Florida, where 94.2 percent of the 
diagnostic wares were Weeden Island, Crooked River and Swift Creek curvilinear 
stamped, all types that are associated with Swift Creek occupation on the Gulf Coast, 
southwest Georgia and southeast Georgia (Willey 1949; Jones and Tesar 1996; Bense 
1998; Smith 1998; Hendrix 2004). Another nearby site may also contain a predominance  
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Table 1. Calibrated radiocarbon assays for Swift Creek ceramics in the Glynn County area. 

 

 

 



of Swift Creek pottery (Johnson et al. 1997). Other sites in Nassau and Duval Counties in 
northeastern Florida have produced varying quantities of Swift Creek Complicated 
Stamped pottery (Ashley 1992, 1998; Dickinson and Wayne 1999; Smith and Handley 
2002). Some of the Swift Creek ceramics from that area, primarily those recovered from 
burial mounds, were made with clays that have a chemical composition similar to Swift 
Creek ceramics from the Altamaha River estuary, suggesting that they were made there 
(Wallis 2008).  Swift Creek burial mounds were numerous in Glynn County, but virtually 
all of them were destroyed in the 20th century without scientific study. The list of 
unstudied burial mounds includes the St. Simons Lighthouse mound, the Shaman Mound 
(9GN271), the Oak Grove Island mounds (9GN249, 9GN250, 9GN251) and possibly 
Crispen Island and Latham Hammock (9GN240).  

 
By about A. D. 700, a new archaeological culture, which did not construct burial 

mounds, appears in the Glynn County area. Ceramics characteristic of this culture are 
vaguely similar to Swift Creek, but poorly made. Differences between these ceramics and 
Swift Creek ceramics and other unique cultural traits were considered significant enough 
to define a new archaeological phase called Kelvin, after the type site on St. Simons 
Island, which was located in Kelvin Grove subdivision (Cook 1977:20). Recently, 
Ashley, Stephenson and Snow (2007:10) have described Kelvin as “waning” Swift Creek 
on the basis of curvilinear complicated stamping and an association with Crooked River 
Complicated Stamped and Carabelle Punctated wares. However, some researchers 
consider Kelvin ceramics different from Swift Creek and refer to it with phase status 
(Anderson 1985:47; White 2002:59). Presently, it has not been demonstrated if the 
curvilinear decorative attributes seen on Kelvin pottery and its association with types 
similar to Weeden Island, Carabelle, St. Andrews (See Figure 15F.) and Crooked River 
represent an external Swift Creek influence on indigenous people or the results of a Swift 
Creek cultural metamorphosis that resulted in a degradation in the quality of their 
ceramics.  Using only ceramics as a cultural indicator, the latter seems to be an obvious 
assumption. However, the radiocarbon assay taken on a sooted Kelvin Complicated 
Stamped vessel from the Cook-Thompson Site (A. D. 660-810; See Table 6) suggests 
that it, and the Kelvin culture, may actually be contemporary with, or earlier than, late 
Swift Creek in the Glynn County area.   

 
Complicated stamped pottery resembling Kelvin has been found in sites as far 

south as the mouth of the St. Johns River (Ashley 2006b). To simplify reference to the 
area in which Kelvin or “Kelvin-like” ceramics have been found, it will be referred to as 
the “Coastal Region” hereafter. Kelvin ceramic decoration is similar in some ways to that 
of the Swift Creek Phase, but vessels are poorly made, carelessly smoothed, with interiors 
often scraped with a ribbed mussel shell, and faintly over-stamped. Kelvin Complicated 
Stamped patterns do not have the fine artistic execution that typifies Swift Creek and the 
ladder based and teardrop elements so common to Swift Creek are absent in Kelvin. The 
lands in Kelvin motifs are much narrower than those common in Swift Creek. Kelvin 
vessel shapes are more similar to St. Catherines and Savannah than Swift Creek. For 
vessel shape comparisons see Cook (1979) for Kelvin vessel shapes, Cook (1966) for 
Savannah vessel shapes, Depratter (1991) for St. Catherines vessel shapes, and Kirkland 
(2003); Wallace (2008) for Swift Creek vessel shapes. About 20 percent of Kelvin  
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ceramics are grog-tempered, but this type of tempering has not been documented for any 
Glynn County Swift Creek pottery, which is tempered with sand or a mixture of sand and 
grit. Swift Creek ceramics south of Glynn County in the “Coastal Region” are tempered 
with sand, grit, phosphate particles, charcoal, and finely ground grog (Kirkland 
2003:151-152; Ashley and Wallis 2006). No Kelvin ceramics have been documented 
with phosphate particles, charcoal or finely ground grog-tempering. A significant 
connection between Swift Creek and Kelvin are the small quantities of Crooked River 
and Weeden Island pottery found in both Swift Creek and Kelvin sites. 

 
 While there are some similarities between the Swift Creek and Kelvin pottery 
complexes, other aspects of Kelvin material culture are extremely different from Swift 
Creek and seemingly have no origin in or connection with Swift Creek culture. For 
example, house structures, which have not yet been documented for Swift Creek 
occupations on the Georgia Coast, are present in a number of Kelvin phase sites. The 
Airport Site, a principal Kelvin site on St. Simons Island, which was thoroughly 
excavated, produced so many postholes that Holder was not able to determine a single 
house pattern. Less intensely occupied, the Kelvin Grove Site provided evidence of three 
distinctly similar houses, one of which was completely excavated (Cook 1981). The small 
rectangular Kelvin houses are unlike the typical round Woodland style houses, such as 
those described by Anderson (1985). Although the round structure with four central posts 
constructed by Swift Creek people at the Hartford Site, may have been too large to have 
been a house, its architectural design may represent the ideal for Woodland structures in 
the Georgia interior (Snow and Stephenson 1992; Anderson 1985; Dickens and 
McKinley 1979). Kelvin houses are usually associated with pits that are presumed to 
have a primary function of food storage. Replacement posts and thick ash mound 
fireplaces indicate considerable longevity for Kelvin houses, possibly 10 years or more.  

 
The geographical distribution of Kelvin sites seems to be approximately the same 

as Swift Creek, but the Kelvin sites are much more intensely occupied. Kelvin sites are 
usually located adjacent to the salt marsh, while Swift Creek sites are several hundred 
meters from the salt marsh. The typical Glynn County area Swift Creek sites are , the 
Oatland Fields Site (9GN31), the Shadman Site, and the Indian Mound Golf Course Site 
(9GN218; Ashley et al. 2007:10). Furthermore, Kelvin sites typically have numerous 
shell midden mounds from one to five feet in height so closely spaced they present an 
undulating surface (Cook 1979: Sites 3,4, 9, 10, 14 and likely others that have been 
disturbed). To the contrary, Swift Creek sites tend to have large areas of thin sheet 
midden generally about 25 centimeters in thickness. In general, the Swift Creek sites 
appear to have had ephemeral occupation, while the Kelvin sites appear to have been 
intensely occupied. The two known major Swift Creek sites on St. Simons Island, 
Oatland Fields (9GN31) and Shadman (9GN271) have not produced evidence of Kelvin 
occupation. 

 
Contrary to the practice of Swift Creek burial in artificially constructed sand 

mounds, Kelvin burials have been found beneath level ground or midden within the 
village. No artificially constructed Kelvin burial mounds have been recorded to date 
(Cook 1977; 1981). Kelvin burials are disarticulated bundles or articulated prone burials,  
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lying with the face down or turned to the side. Swift Creek burials are disarticulated 
bundles or articulated in a flexed position. Exotic grave goods, such as mica, galena, bar 
gorgets, platform pipes, celts, and pottery vessels were found in association with Swift 
Creek burials at Evelyn, the Light House Mound, one of the Oak Grove Island Mounds 
and Sadlers Landing (Waring 1968: 140; Kirkland 2003). By contrast, the hundreds of 
Kelvin burials excavated at the Airport, Sea Palms, and Prince Street sites produced only 
a few exotic artifacts and no complete pottery vessels (Cook 1979:75). This suggests that 
Kelvin pottery vessels, unlike Swift Creek, were made and conceived only in a utilitarian 
sense. To the contrary, recent research by Wallis (2008) indicates that vessels with Swift 
Creek stamped design, and notably those made from Georgia clays, were being selected 
for inclusion in ceremonial burial mound contexts in the northeast Florida area. This 
evidence suggests that Swift Creek pottery vessels from the Glynn County area were 
revered by the prehistoric people in northeast Florida. At this point all of the evidence 
indicates that much more work needs to be done before Kelvin can be considered as 
simply late Swift Creek. 

 
The presence of house structures that exhibited characteristics of long term use, 

such as replacement posts, multiple thick ash hearths, associated storage/refuse pits, 
suggested that the larger Kelvin phase sites were sedentary settlements (Cook 1981:86). 
In general, Kelvin phase sites possess the six prime indicators of sedentary settlements 
outlined by Rafferty (1994). These are: short distance to permanent water, high artifact 
density, high tool diversity, annual occupation, presence of midden, and the presence of 
burials. Furthermore, these characteristics suggest that Kelvin people had low residential 
mobility and high logistical mobility (Binford 1980). According to Binford’s model, 
“foragers” gather available resources, but do not attempt long term storage of food. They 
move their residential bases periodically, to be close to the available resources. The 
forager model is most appropriate for low latitude hunter-gatherers living in regions that 
lack marked seasonal or spatial variation in critical resources. At the opposite end of 
Binford’s hunter-gatherer spectrum are “collectors,” whose subsistence strategy is 
characterized by logistically exploiting particular resource “patches” in the landscape 
(marshscape included here) at key times. In this case, seasonal or spatial factors 
determine when resources can be most efficiently exploited. Relatively nonperishable 
food is gathered in bulk and stored for later consumption, usually at the residential base. 
The residential bases of collectors are more permanent than those of foragers.  The 
presence of long lived houses constructed of 50 or more posts including replacement 
posts and associated storage/ refuse pits in Kelvin phase sites, certainly indicate that the 
Kelvin phase fits Binford’s “collector” model (Cook 1979, 1981; Binford 1980).  

 
The Prince Street site (9GN 86), which has been described above as a Kelvin 

phase residential base lying near  a tidal creek about 700 meters east of the Cook-
Thompson site, is of particular interest here (Figure 2). Also of interest is the Kelvin 
occupation at the Court House site (9GN214) also shown in Figure 2 (Cook 1989:23). 
These sites will be discussed in more detail below.   
 
 The last Woodland period, named Wilmington, probably dates to about A. D. 
900-1000 in the Glynn County area. Wilmington period occupation of the Glynn County  
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area replaces Kelvin, and several Kelvin sites are capped with a thin layer of Wilmington 
midden (Cook 1979). Although only two Kelvin sites have been identified in McIntosh 
County, a similar situation may exist there. No Wilmington burial mounds have been 
positively identified in McIntosh or Glynn Counties, but it is possible that some of the 
sand mounds excavated by C. B. Moore may be Wilmington (Moore 1897:24-26). 
Milanich (1971) suggests that maize agriculture was introduced to the coast during the 
Wilmington phase, although evidence for this is scarce. Wilmington ceramics are poorly 
made and usually have a rough cord-marked or brushed exterior surface. Plain vessels 
occur also. Complicated-stamped and check-stamped wares, found in the Chatham 
County area, have been attributed to the Walthour phase of the early Wilmington period, 
but those types have not been documented in the McIntosh or Glynn County area. Their 
absence may be an indication that Wilmington occupation of the lower Georgia Coast is 
late. Tempering of Wilmington ceramics is usually large fragments of crushed sherds or 
fired clay. 
 
The Mississippian Period occupation of coastal Georgia dates to A.D.1000 – A. D.1550. 
The Mississippian period occupation of coastal Georgia began with the St. Catherines 
phase, which dates from about A. D.1000 to about A. D.1200 (DePratter 1991:11). With 
the exception of woven net impressions, the ceramic decorations were essentially the 
same as those of the previous Wilmington phase.  However, the quality of construction 
was better in St. Catherines and a burnishing technique produced a more attractive plain 
ware. Maize agriculture was probably well established during the St. Catherines Phase, 
and, as suggested for Mississippian culture in general, may be linked to a ranked level of 
sociocultural integration (Smith 1986:53). Excavations in Coastal Georgia have been 
primarily concerned with burial mounds and evidence for St. Catherines comes from that 
source. Artifacts found with burials suggest differences in social status that appear to 
have been based on hereditary ranking. For example, some adults, children, and infants 
buried in a St. Catherines mound on Sea Island had elaborate grave goods while others 
did not. 

 
The subsequent Savannah period, which dates from A. D. 1200 to about A. D. 

1350, is characterized by sherd or grit-tempered plain, cord marked, check stamped or 
complicated stamped pottery. Estuarine resources that were important to Savannah 
culture and village sites were usually characterized by individual oyster midden mounds 
located between house structures. Settlement and burial data indicate a continued increase 
in social complexity during the Savannah phase (Pearson 1978, 1979; Cook 1977). 
Savannah burials are frequently accompanied by exotic grave goods including large shell 
beads, ear pins, stone celts and pottery tobacco pipes. However, pottery vessels which are 
commonly placed with burials and used for containing cremated remains north of the 
Altamaha estuary have not been found in Glynn or Camden counties. 
 

The last prehistoric period, named Irene, dates from A. D. 1350 until the first 
European contact in the sixteenth century. The cultural complexity of Irene is verified by 
architectural remains (Pearson 1984), exotic personal ornaments (Cook 1977:29), and 
refined ceramic styles (Cook and Pearson 1989:147-165). Charred maize kernels and 
cobs have been found in Irene Phase shell middens. Thorough analysis of midden  
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samples suggests a broad spectrum of fish, mammal, and shellfish exploitation. Charred 
seeds from a variety of wild plants have been found preserved in Irene middens. 
However, many of these are not considered to be food plants (Pearson1984:32). Irene 
pottery vessels were complicated stamped, incised with simple or elaborate geometric 
designs or carefully polished. Interiors were carefully smoothed or polished. Temper 
material was coarse grit or finely crushed sherds. Rims were usually decorated with 
tooled strips or nodes of clay. Both Savannah and Irene ceramics were found at the Glynn 
County Court House Site (Cook 1989:24). 
 
 
Historic Period 

 
Historic Period (A. D.1550 – A. D.1750). The first significant contact that Europeans 
made with the Indians of the Georgia Coast was probably the settlement attempt made by 
Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon in 1526. De Ayllon’s ill-fated colony was originally believed to 
be on the coast of South Carolina, but recent studies have revealed overwhelming 
evidence that it was in the Sapelo Island area (Hoffman 1990). It is likely that some of the 
early historic artifacts, such as the Nueva Cadiz, and chevron beads found at the Taylor 
and Kent mounds on St Simons Island, originated with Ayllon (Smith and Good 
1982:47). Although the cultural impact of the Ayllon encounter on the Indians was 
probably minimal, the disease organisms that the Spanish inadvertently introduced into 
the native population had a lasting effect. 
 
 The period of Spanish missions to the Indians of Coastal Georgia began in 1566 
and lasted for over a century. Plagued with Indian uprisings, disease, and lack of funds, 
these missions were questionably successful. Modern archaeological work in coastal 
Georgia suggests that there was continuity between the Irene archaeological period and 
the late sixteenth century aboriginal inhabitants of the region that the Spanish called 
Guale (Cook 1988). Joseph Caldwell’s work at Fort King George on the lower Darien 
bluff was instrumental in linking Irene ceramics to the early sixteenth-century Indian 
ceramics typical of coastal mission sites (Caldwell 1943). Sixteenth century mission sites 
in Coastal Georgia are characterized by a predominance of aboriginal ceramics with 
Spanish majolica and olive jar sherds being rare. 
  

With the successful establishment of the English in the Carolinas, the late 
seventeenth century brought new problems for the coastal missions. Finally, in 1686, as a 
result of Yamassee Indian raids, which were encouraged and supported by the English, 
the Spanish missionaries and their subjects abandoned the Georgia Coast and retreated to 
Florida. However, they continued to harass the new English settlers. In the 1730s Mark 
Carr  and his family established several plantations. Carr, who had his principal 
plantation on Hermitage Island, helped General James Oglethorpe fend off Spanish 
attacks launched from northeast Florida (Candler 1908 (5): 511; (6): 220-221).   
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History of the Brunswick Peninsula 
 

The town of Brunswick began to function as a small seaport in the early 
nineteenth century. Its location on the western side of a flat forested peninsula provided 
its harbored vessels with excellent protection from storms. East River was sufficiently 
wide and deep to harbor large vessels. In its recorded history, Brunswick has experienced 
only one hurricane causing major damage. That storm, which hit Brunswick on October 
2, 1898, produced a storm surge of about 5 meters.  

 
The Turtle River drainage was first inhabited by prehistoric Indians, who 

occupied the area intermittently from about 8,000 B. C. until the sixteenth century. Early 
Archaic occupation of this is certain, since early Archaic projectile point tools have been 
found along Turtle River. All of the prehistoric people were probably attracted to the 
Brunswick peninsula by the prolific acorn crops of its live oak forests and ideal access to 
Turtle River and its tributaries. These waters provided, in abundance, the fish, oysters and 
clams that were important items in their  diet. Archaeological surveys of the Brunswick 
peninsula indicate that Indian occupation occurred along the western and eastern edges 
near East River and Clubbs Creek (Cook 1989, Sheldon 1974). The Brunswick peninsula 
was probably abandoned during the late 16th and 17th centuries, since no sites from that 
period of time have been found. Then, the town of Brunswick was formally founded in 
1771 and it grew slowly for the next half-century. By the second quarter of the nineteenth 
century, Brunswick was enjoying a period of prosperity. However, the economic 
depression of 1839 terminated its growth for over a decade. About 1850, another period 
of economic prosperity began. This new period of economic success was based on 
shipping commerce, which continued to increase for another decade. Brunswick became 
more populous during this time and the town was incorporated in 1856. James T. Lloyd’s 
Railroad Map of the Southeastern States shows that Brunswick had a railroad line by at 
least 1862 (Childs 1960). 
 

Because of its proximity to the Federal blockading fleet and the Union troops that 
occupied nearby St. Simons Island, Brunswick’s inhabitants fled to the interior during the 
early stages of the Civil War. When the citizens returned in 1865, they found the town 
dilapidated, but otherwise intact. Aided by northern entrepreneurs, Brunswick’s citizens 
immediately began a period of rebuilding. The economic success that followed was based 
largely on the lumber and naval stores industries. The northern entrepreneurs who had 
moved to Brunswick in the decade following the Civil War provided the money and jobs 
that were needed for the town’s economic revitalization. For example, John R. Cook 
moved south from Massachusetts with his younger brother in 1866 and chartered a 
lumber business on the Brunswick waterfront. John and George Cook chose Brunswick 
as a place to establish their lumber business for several apparent reasons. First, 
Brunswick was conveniently close to the vast stands of virgin yellow pine that sprawled 
across millions of acres of the Coastal Plain. Secondly, Brunswick had a railroad in place 
that provided important connections to the major roads. Furthermore, unlike Darien, its 
sister city to the north, Brunswick had suffered few reprisals from Union troops during 
the war. Consequently, the animosity felt by many southerners toward the North at the 
close of the war was not strong in Brunswick. With many of its homes and businesses  
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intact, Brunswick and its residents were physically and emotionally prepared to resume 
normal activities in 1866.  
 

In 1866, Brunswick’s citizens were eager for employment and they welcomed 
northern entrepreneurs with open arms. By 1870, so many northern businessmen lived on 
Union Street that the native residents called the area “Yankee Row (Cook: 2007).” In 
1885, the population of Brunswick was 5,000. However, four years later the population 
had skyrocketed to 9,800. It was during this decade that the residential area of Brunswick 
began to grow south and east of Prince and Albany streets. As many late 19th century 
photographs show, the “south-end” roads were improved by the construction of sidewalks 
and brick paving during this time. Some 40 years later, improvements along the western 
side of the 800 block of Albany Street resulted in a brick curbing that was elevated 
approximately 30 cm above the sidewalk. I enjoyed riding my tricycle to my grand 
parents’ house down that same sidewalk in the mid-1940s. Today, the soil surface on the 
western side of this curbing is about 20 cm higher than the soil surface in the Albany 
Street center island. This slight difference in elevation may be natural.   
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RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
 
 
Research objectives 
 

Restated here more specifically, the research objectives mentioned in the 
introduction were: 

 
1) Could the remaining extent of site 9GN343 be determined and how severely had 

it been damaged by urban development? 
2) Could any geographical, cultural and/or geological reasons for the site’s position 

in the center of the Brunswick peninsula, presumably distant from sources of 
potable water, be discovered (Figure 2)?   

3) What possible common foraging/collecting practice(s) could have brought three 
diverse cultures to the same small location?  

 
 
Research Methods 
 

The field methods employed in this survey follow those adopted by South 
Georgia Archaeological Research Team which are modeled after the GCPA Guidelines.  
 
 
Shovel tests 
 

In so much as urban conditions would allow, the boundary search was conducted 
by digging a series of closely spaced shovel tests in the permitted properties. The main 
series of shovel tests were controlled by establishing a north-south base line perpen-
dicular to the property line between 805 and 807 Albany Street, 31 meters west of the 
surveyed northeast property corner (Figure 4). An arbitrary value of N200E200 was 
assigned to a point on the base line 22 meters south of the property line. When possible, 
shovel test locations were in whole meter increments along this base line and 
perpendicular to it. The 23 shovel tests dug measured from 44 to 47 centimeters in 
diameter and were from 65 to 88 centimeters in depth. For all positive shovel tests, a 
profile was prepared, measured, color-coded with a Munsell color chart, recorded, and 
photographed.  
 
 
Block excavations. 
 
 In order to gain more precise information about the stratigraphic distribution of 
artifacts, a one-by-two meter Unit (U-1, grid designation N210.5E197.5) was dug in the 
area where the artifact concentration was densest. This unit was oriented perpendicular to  
the north-south base line and had 10 centimeter balks at each narrow end. The first level 
of Unit 1 was shovel excavated to a depth of 10 centimeters below the highest point  
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 Other tests dug that produced Mandarin soil 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Map of 9GN343 showing property lines, grid points, shovel tests and excavation units. 

Solid circles are positive shovel tests and hollow circles are negative shovel tests. 
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adjacent to the unit. This point was designated as the elevation datum and used to control 
the excavation of all levels within the block excavation area. Level 2 was shovel 
excavated and closed at an elevation of 0.20 MBD. The shovel excavation of Level 3 was 
terminated at 0.25 MBD when an in situ deposit of pottery sherds was discovered in the 
eastern end of the unit. This deposit was photographed and mapped before the sherds 
were removed. 
 
 Level 3 was closed at 0.30 MBD. The excavation of Level 4 was accomplished 
first with a trowel. Another larger in situ deposit of sherds was found overlying the first 
in situ sherd deposit at an elevation of 0.33 MBD (Figure 9).  After mapping and 
photography, this in situ deposit was removed. Several in situ sherds remaining in the 
profile can be seen in Figure 10. In both cases the sherds found in situ were bagged 
separately from the arbitrary level artifacts and they were assigned a different field 
specimen number. The remainder of Level 4 was dug by shovel and closed at 0.40 MBD. 
Level 5 was dug by shovel to a depth of 0.52 MBD. Additional unscreened excavation 
was conducted to prepare the north profile for mapping and photography. After that, the 
northern and eastern profiles of Unit-1 were prepared, mapped, color-coded with a 
Munsell color chart and photographed. The discovery of the two in situ deposits of sherds 
near the eastern end of Unit 1 prompted the layout and excavation of a second unit (U-2).  
 

Unit 2 (grid designation N210.5E199.5) was a two-by-two meter square unit that 
wrapped around the eastern end of Unit 1. Since aboriginal artifacts were not found in 
Level 1 of Unit 1, Level 1 in Unit 2 was shovel dug and discarded without screening.  
Level 1 was closed at 0.10 MBD. Level 2 was shovel dug to a depth of 0.20 MBD. The 
excavation of Level 3 was done entirely by trowel. Sherds began to appear at about 0.23 
MBD. Each sherd was left in situ and marked with a flag (Figure 5). This process was 
extremely difficult since the sand was very soft and there were numerous tree roots. In 
spite of a great deal of care, some in situ sherds, especially small ones were accidentally 
moved by the trowel. After the entire level was excavated to 0.23-0.27 MBD, the sherds 
were mapped and photographed.  

 
Each of the in situ sherds was assigned a unique number and bagged separately. 

After removal of the pottery, the remainder of Level 3 was dug to a depth of 0.30-0.32 
MBD. At various times during the project additional shovel tests were dug at locations 45 
meters to the north, approximately 50 meters to the east and 5 meters to the south of 805 
Albany Street. All of these shovel tests were negative. 
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Figure 5. Floor plan of the eastern end of Unit 1 and Unit 2. Lettered sherds are in situ at the 

elevations noted on the map. 
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RESULTS 
 
 
 
1975 Garden 
 

The sherds and other artifacts found in the garden were assigned the designation 
of Field Specimen 1 (FS 1). All of the artifacts recovered from 9GN343 are listed in 
Appendix 1. The ceramics in FS 1 consist of 40 sherds of which three were the result of 
mending. In one instance, seven Deptford Check Stamped sherds mended to form one 
sherd. A thin oyster shell lens approximately 80 cm in diameter was also found at a depth 
of about 25 cm below the surface. No ceramics were found in the shell lens, but a deer 
calcaneus, a fragment of turtle shell, a drum fish palate and a catfish head bone were 
preserved in the shell. A portion of whelk spire with a deep lateral groove was also found 
(Figure 13A). Ceramics found in the garden were St. Simons Plain, St. Simons Incised, 
Refuge-Deptford Simple Stamped, Deptford Check Stamped, Swift Creek Complicated 
Stamped, Kelvin Complicated Stamped and Irene Incised (Table 2). 
 
 
Shovel testing 
 

Most of the shovel tests exhibited a well-developed A1 horizon, suggesting that 
the area had not been altered by grading or other wide scale mechanical disturbance.  
After the first few shovel tests were dug, it became apparent that the soil in Bryan and 
Heather’s back yard did not match the description for Mandarin soil given by Rigdon and 
Green (1980). These shovel tests revealed similar soil profiles that were made up of three 
distinct zones. 

 
The first zone was 24 to 30 cm thick and ranged from dark grayish brown 

(10YR4/2) to very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) in color. The differences in value 
observed seemed to be due to variances in soil moisture. The second zone was from 26 to 
36 cm thick and ranged in color from brown (10 YR 5/3) to brownish yellow (10 YR 6/6) 
in color. The third zone began below the second and extended beyond the bottom of the 
shovel tests. It ranged in color from light brownish gray (10YR6/2) to pale brown 
(10YR6/3) in color. 

 
The shovel tests dug behind the house at 801 Albany Street and the shovel test 

dug on the east side of Albany Street had profiles that were characteristic of Mandarin 
soil. All three of these shovel tests were negative. Two additional shovel tests were dug 
near the historic “Lover’s Oak” tree that grows at the northern end of the Albany Street 
central island in this block. One of these shovel tests, N267E224, had an A horizon 30 
centimeters thick that was very dark brown and contained oyster shells, modern glass and 
stones. Pale brown sand (10YR 6/3) was immediately below the A horizon. At a depth of 
57 centimeters below the surface the soil gradually darkened to grayish brown (10YR 
5/2).  



 CERAMIC TYPES 
Swift Creek/ 

Kelvin 
Complicated 

Stamped 

Deptford 
Check 

Stamped 
g/s 

 
 

Irene 
Incised 

g/s 

St. 
Simons 
Plain 

f/s 

St. 
Simons 
Incised 

f/s 

Unclassified 
Plain 
g/s 

Unclassified 
Plain 

s 

Abraded 
g/s 

Eroded 
g/s 

TOTALS 
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Table 2. Ceramics from the 1975 Cook garden 

 
 g/s= grit/sand tempering, s= sand tempering, f/s= fiber and sand tempering; mass is in grams 

 
 
 
Provenience 
 

# mass # mass # mass # Mass # Mass # Mass # Mass # Mass # Mass # mass 
Cook garden 9 

g/s 
90.1 7*(all 

mend) 
201.1 1 20.0 

rim 
2 18.8 1 44.3 17 151.0 5 30.3 2 18.8 1 1.5 45 575.9 

Cook Garden 3 s 40.7             2 s 3.3   5 44.0 
TOTALS 12 130.8 7 201.1 1 20.0 2 18.8 1 44.3 17 151.0 5 30.3 4 22.1 1 1.5 50 619.9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



This soil did not match the soil at 9GN343 either. Both shovel tests near “Lover’s Oak” 
were negative in regard to prehistoric artifacts. 
 

The soil survey description that best matches the shovel test soil profiles and the 
soil profile of Unit 1 in 9GN343 is that given for the Cainhoy series. “The Cainhoy series 
consists of deep, somewhat excessively drained, rapidly permeable soils that formed in 
sandy marine sediment. These soils are on broad, nearly level, and gently sloping ridge 
tops of the Talbot and Princess Anne Shoreline Complexes. Slope ranges from 0 to 5 
percent. 
 

A1 0 to 5 inches (13 cm); dark gray (10YR 4/1) fine sand; single grained; loose, 
very friable, nonsticky; many fine and medium roots; very strongly acid; 
clear smooth boundary. 

B21 5 to18 inches (13-46cm); brownish yellow (10YR 6/6) fine sand; single 
grained; slightly hard, very friable, nonsticky; many fine roots; strongly acid; 
gradual wavy boundary. 

B22 18 to 40 inches (46-102cm); very pale brown (10YR 7/4) fine sand; single 
grained; slightly hard, very friable, nonsticky; common fine and medium 
roots; strongly acid; gradual wavy boundary"...(Rigdon and Green 1980:39).   

 
The greater thickness of the A horizon in the shovel tests may have something to 

do with the fact that it is in an urban setting. The shovel tests that were positive for 
prehistoric ceramics produced from 1 to 10 sherds each. One shovel test that produced  
only a lead musket ball, was considered positive. The fact that this shovel test was 
negative in regard to prehistoric ceramics does not change the proposed prehistoric site  
boundaries, since the next shovel test to the south was positive. The shovel test soil 
profiles observed were relatively consistent and the profile shown in Figure 6 is typical.   

 
During the three week duration of this project, the soil conditions were extremely 

dry. This sometimes made soil comparisons with the Munsell color chart difficult and in 
several cases the soil had to be dampened in order to obtain an accurate match with the 
Munsell chart. Figure 4 shows a clustering of positive shovel tests in the center of the  
back yard. This was due in part to the contribution of a large number of sherds from one 
Kelvin Complicated Stamped vessel. However, Savannah Cord Marked, Savannah Check 
Stamped, St. Simons Plain, St. Simons Incised, and Deptford Simple Stamped sherds 
were also found in this area. Oyster shells were present as a few small fragments in only 
30 percent of the positive shovel tests. These shell fragments were probably prehistoric 
since they were friable and had a powdery surface. Modern food bones with mechanical 
saw marks were common and the bones from two cat burials were also found in the 
shovel tests. Modern glass, nails, ceramics, brick fragments and clothes pin springs were 
also common.  Table 3 gives a listing of the artifacts recovered from the shovel tests. 
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Figure 6. Shovel Test Number N221E200 (FS 2). 
 
 

When the field work was being conducted, it became apparent that the prehistoric 
ceramics were coming from the B21 soil stratum. It seemed certain that useful 
information could be obtained by excavating one or two block units, if the units were 
located in areas undisturbed by pet burials, water pipes, underground cables or other 
modern intrusions. 
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Table 3. Ceramics from the shovel tests 
 

 CERAMIC TYPES 
Swift Creek/ 
Kelvin 
Complicated 
Stamped g/s 

Savannah 
Cord 
Marked g/s 

St. Simons 
Plain f/s 

Refuge ?/ 
Deptford 
Simple 
Stamped or 
brushed g/s 

Mississippian 
plain g/s 

Irene 
Complicated 
Stamped g/s 

Unclassified 
plain g/s 

Residual eroded, 
UI stamped 

TOTALS 

 
 
 
Provenience 

# mass # mass # mass # mass # mass # mass # mass # mass # mass 
ST 
N221E200 

7 76.3 1 7.7   1 38.2 1 1.8   1 3.4 1 5.5 12 132.9 

ST 
N201E200 

            1 2.5 2 7.0 3 9.5 

ST 
N212E201 

    1 16.6       1 .5   2 17.1 

ST 
N212E199 

1 19.9           2 12.2   3 32.1 

ST 
N212E197 

    3 17.0 1 44.6         4 61.6 

ST 
N212E193 

      1 
s/rim 

9.2       2 g/s 
2 s 

12.9 
 
5.1 

5 27.2 

ST 
N221E198 

    1 .9           1 .9 

ST 
N201E200 

  2 2.4           1 3.7 3 6.1 

ST 
N209E194 

  1 3.5             1 3.5 

ST N209 
E200   

  1 4.8             1 4.8 

ST 
N216E203.5 

            1 1.0   1 1.0 

ST 
N225E200 

          1 18.8     1 18.8 

TOTALS 
 

8 96.2 5 18.4 5 34.5 3 92.0 1 1.8 1 18.8 6 19.6 8 34.2 37 315.5 

 g/s= grit/sand tempering, s= sand tempering, f/s= fiber and sand tempering; mass is in grams 
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Block excavations 
 

Unit 1 was excavated to provide more specific artifact distribution and soil profile 
data. The profiles of Unit 1 are shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9. No prehistoric artifacts were 
found in Level 1 of Unit 1 and only a few were found in Level 2. These two levels 
correspond to the upper two-thirds of the A horizon shown as dark grayish brown (10YR 
3/2) soil in the profiles. Prehistoric ceramics were frequent near the base of Level 3 
(Tables 3, 4). The base of Level 3 corresponded approximately to the base of the A 
horizon. Level 4 represented about the first ten centimeters of the B21 horizons yellowish 
brown (10YR 5/4) soil. Prehistoric sherds were frequent in Level 4. Only two sherds 
were found in Level 5. No artifacts were documented as being found below the B21 
horizon, or that stratum of soil described by Rigdon and Green as brownish yellow in 
color (or in this case yellowish brown) and lying just below the primary humus zone. 
Table 4 presents a summary of the prehistoric ceramics found in Unit 1.   
 
 
 

Table 4. Ceramics found in Unit 1 (N210.5E197.5) 
 

 CERAMIC TYPES 
Swift Creek/ 
Kelvin 
Complicated 
Stamped g/s 

Deptford? 
Refuge 
Roughened 
g/s 

Savannah 
Cord 
Marked 
g/s 

St. 
Simons 
Plain f/s 

Unclassified 
Plain g/s 

Eroded 
g/s 

Totals 
 
 
 
Provenience 

# mass # mass # mass # mass # mass # mass # mass 
Unit 1 
Level 1 

            0  

Unit 1 
Level 2 

1 3.0       1 1.5 1 4.0 3 8.5 

Unit 1 
Level 3 

14 132.7 1 10.0     1 2.6 8 21.9 24 167.2 

Unit 1 
Level 3 in 
situ 
@.29mbd 

10 245.3           10 245.3 

Unit 1 
Level 4 in 
situ @ 
.33mbd 

26+ 
1 
rim 

561.7           27 561.7 

Unit 1 
Level 4 

26 259.5   1 1.8 1 7.3 2 2.4 3 3.9 33 274.9 

Unit 1 
Level 5 

1+ 
1 
rim 

16.3           2 16.3 

Totals 80 1218.5 1 10.0 1 1.8 1 7.3 4 6.5 12 29.8 99 1273.9 
 

g/s= grit and sand tempering, s= sand tempering, f/s= fiber and sand tempering; mass is in grams 
 

 
 
 



Figure 8. Photograph of the north profile of Unit 1.  
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Figure 7. North and east profile of Unit 1 (N210.5E197.5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. Portion of the east profile of Unit 1 showing the three natural soil 
horizons. Note sherds in situ at 25-30 cm below the modern surface 
and lying on top of the B Horizon. 
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Virtually all of the 80 complicated stamped sherds found in Unit 1 are from a 
partially reconstructed Kelvin Complicated Stamped vessel (Figures 10, 11, 13B, and 
15G). This vessel was stamped with a chevron design very similar to others from the 
Kelvin Grove Site on St. Simons Island (Cook 1979:78). Due to similarities between 
some late Swift Creek and Kelvin Complicated stamped designs, and the fact that the 
diagnostic Kelvin grog-tempered wares were totally absent at the site; all of the 
Woodland complicated stamped ceramics from 9GN343 were lumped together in the 
table as Swift Creek/ Kelvin. The radiocarbon determination on one of the sherds from 
the partially reconstructed vessel, discussed below, justifies the transitional nature of this 
vessel. The discovery of numerous Kelvin Complicated Stamped sherds from this vessel 
in situ in the eastern end of Unit 1 (Figure 10) is remarkable considering their shallow 
depth and the presence of nearby modern intrusions (Figures 5, 7, 8). One intrusion was a 
post hole that contained dark gray soil and several iron nails. The other was a trench that 
had been dug to install a water pipe (Figure 5). Several prehistoric sherds were found in 
the water pipe trench fill. Three of the in situ sherds remained in the east profile of Unit 1 
after its preparation for mapping and photography. Figures 7 and 10 show these sherds, 
which are lying near the top of the B21 horizon. Their depth corresponded closely to the 
depth of the other 18 sherds found in situ. Many of the sherds in the deposit had a thick 
incrustation of soot on their exterior surface. The sherds from the broken Kelvin 
Complicated Stamped pot seemed to be concentrated in a round or oval area that 
occupied the eastern one-third of Unit 1, but extended beyond it. As mentioned above, we 
designed another unit that would accommodate a predicted extrapolation of the area of 
pottery scatter from this vessel.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10. Kelvin Complicated Stamped Sherds in situ in Unit 1 (FS-21).  
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 B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. (A) Mended Deptford Check Stamped sherd from the Cook garden. (B) Mended Kelvin 

Complicated Stamped sherd from Units 1 and 2. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Kelvin Complicated Stamped sherd with acorn shell impression. 
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The second unit (Unit 2, N210.5E199.5), shown in Figure 5, measured two meters 
on a side, but, since it was wrapped around Unit 1, it only encompassed an additional 
three square meters of unexcavated soil.  The surface of Unit 2 was slightly lower than 
that in Unit 1, but this may have been due to an absence of grass sod in the Unit 2 area. 
The prehistoric ceramics in Unit 2 were shallower than those in Unit 1 (Table 5). The 
ceramics found in Level 2 of Unit 2 were mostly small eroded sherds.  The main 
distribution of sherds was in Level 3, about 6-10 centimeters shallower than most of 
those found in Unit-1. The 16 sherds found in situ in Unit 2 Level 3 are shown in Figure 
5. These sherds averaged about 12 grams each, while the smaller sherds, that had been 
displaced during troweling the loose, dry sand, had an average mass of less than 6 grams. 
The distribution of these in situ sherds confirmed that the concentration of fragments was 
in a rounded area about 2 meters across. Most of these were lying flat at about 0.23-0.27 
MBD. 
 
 
Table 5. Ceramics found in Unit 2 (N210.5E199.5) 

  CERAMIC TYPES 
Swift Creek/ 

Kelvin 
Complicated 
Stamped g/s 

 
 

Unclassified plain 
g/s 

 
 

 

  

Eroded g/s Totals 
 
 
 
 

Provenience 

# mass # mass # mass # mass 
Unit 2 Level 2 9 56.5   12 32.3 21 88.8 
Unit 2 Level 3 23  

2 rim 
160.2 1 6.2 8 

1 honed 
16.7 33 183.1 

Unit 2 Level 3 
sherds in situ 

16 184.3     16 184.3 

Totals 48 401.0 1 6.2 21 49.0 70 456.2 

 
Artifacts 
 
Lithic artifacts 

 
One tiny heat-treated chert tertiary flake with a mass of 0.1 gram was found in 

shovel test N212E193 (FS 9). This was the only lithic artifact found at 9GN343. 
 
Shell artifacts. 

 
A broken whelk spire was found in the shell lens in the 1975 Cook garden (Figure 

13; FS 1). This artifact was spanned by a discontinuous, deep, narrow groove. The entire 
groove is 8.0 cm in length. At its deepest point , the groove is 2.5 mm wide and 2.8 mm 
deep. It has straight sides and a slightly rounded bottom. The shape of the groove 
indicates that it was produced with a sharp instrument, probably chert, at least 6 cm long. 
The groove appears to have been cut to facilitate removal of a section of body whorl. 
Such large curved sections of outer whorl were shaped into pendants or gorgets (Moore  
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 B 
 
 
 C 
 

Figure 13. Shell artifacts found at 9GN343. A. Whelk shell with incised groove. B. Inset showing 
groove configuration. C. Whelk columella. 

 
 
1897: 35-37). However, when this particular shell was fractured, it broke several 
centimeters below the groove. The spire knobs show wear that is consistent with the shell 
being used as a hammer (Pearson and Cook 2008: 5-22). The whelk spire is shown in 
Figure 13A and a profile of the groove is shown in Figure 13B. 

 
A smoothed whelk columella that might be a blank for a shell ear pin or some 

kind of perforator was found in shovel test N209E200 (Figure 13C). This artifact has an 
eroded surface and there are no remaining tool marks on it. 
 
Ceramics  

 
Including those from the 1975 Cook garden, 259 prehistoric sherds were found at 

9GN343. From that group, 126 or 48.6 percent of the total were Swift Creek/ Kelvin 
Complicated Stamped sherds. As mentioned above, the main reason for considering these 
ceramics as Swift Creek/ Kelvin is that none of the ceramics from this site are grog-
tempered. The absence of grog-tempered sherds at the Cook-Thompson site is unusual. 
About 20 percent of the 573 sherds collected from seven other Kelvin sites, were grog-
tempered (Cook 1979:80). Since grog-tempering has not been described for Swift Creek 
ceramics, it has been assumed that the makers of the Swift Creek/ Kelvin ceramics found 
at 9GN343 had not yet begun to utilize grog-tempering. The ceramics found in situ that  
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mended were from a Kelvin Complicated Stamped vessel, but no attempt was made to 
sort those ceramics from the general grouping of Swift Creek/ Kelvin. 
 

If the other uncertain complicated stamped sherds, which were likely Swift Creek/ 
Kelvin, are included, then 57.9 percent of the total number of sherds found was Swift 
Creek/Kelvin. This ceramic evidence suggests that the vast majority of occupation at the 
site was Swift Creek/Kelvin. The other known occupations at the site are represented 
with the data shown in Table 6. Assuming the occupants were engaged in similar tasks at 
9GN343, the number percentages of sherds indicate a relatively equal number of 
visitations during the Mississippian and late Archaic periods. However, when the length 
of those periods is considered, the occupation of the site was much more intense during 
the Mississippian period. Unfortunately, the sherd counts are so low that this 
interpretation is speculative. Four undecorated sand-tempered sherds and one 
undecorated grit and sand-tempered sherd showed evidence that they had been used as 
abraders. Some of the other sherds classified as eroded may also have been used as 
abraders. As suggested by Pearson and Cook (2006:5-56), gritty sherds could have been 
used as abraders to shape beads or other ornaments made from marine shell. The Swift 
Creek/ Kelvin rim sherd shown in Figure 11 is unique in that it has an interior impression 
of almost one-half of an acorn shell exposed by an old fracture line. 
 

A sample of the diagnostic pottery from 9GN343 is illustrated in Figure 14. 
 
 
Table 6. Diagnostic Non-Kelvin Ceramics found at 9GN343 
 

Type No. Mass 
(g) 

No. 
percent 

Mississippian/Woodland/ 
Archaic No. percent 

Irene Incised 1 20.0 4.55 
Irene Complicated Stamped 1 18.8 4.55 
Savannah Check Stamped 1 3.5 4.55 
Savannah Cord Marked 5 16.7 22.73 
Mississippian Burnished Plain 1 1.8 4.55 

40.905 

Refuge/Deptford Simple Stamped 1 9.2 4.55 
Refuge/ Deptford Brushed 2 82.8 9.09 
Deptford Check Stamped 1 201.1 4.55 

18.190 

St. Simons Incised 2 44.8 9.09 
St. Simons Plain 7 60.1 31.79 

40.905 

TOTALS 22 458.8 100.00 100.000 
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Figure 14. Representative pottery sherds from 9GN343. A. St. Simons Plain rim. B. St. Simons Incised. C. Deptford Brushed. D. Deptford Simple 

Stamped. E. Swift Creek Complicated Stamped. F. St. Andrews Complicated Stamped rim and body sherds from the same vessel (See 
Bense 1998:244). G. Kelvin Complicated Stamped rim. H. Irene Complicated Stamped. I. Irene Incised rim. J. Savannah Cord Marked. 
K. Savannah Check Stamped.

 



Radiocarbon Determination 
 
 The radiocarbon determination referred to above (Beta Analytic # 248327) was 
obtained on soot scraped from one of the in situ sherds found in Level 3 of Unit 1 (FS 
21). This sherd was from the partially reconstructed Kelvin Complicated Stamped vessel 
shown in Figures 9, 12, 13B and 15G. The complicated stamp design was a series of 
large nested chevrons applied perpendicular to the rim in a V position. The impression 
from the end of the carved paddle is clearly visible in Figure 13B. Sherds stamped with 
similar forms of this design, called Crooked River Complicated Stamped, have been 
found associated with Swift Creek Complicated Stamped ceramics in the “Coastal 
Region (Ashley 1998, Johnson et al. 1997 and Smith 1998).”  This vessel had a typical 
slightly flaring Kelvin jar shape with an outwardly rolled lip (Cook 1979:83). 
 

Table 7 lists the radiocarbon data obtained from soot scraped off of the 
aforementioned Kelvin sherd and several other determinations on similar types of 
ceramics from the "Coastal Region." Although other radiocarbon assays have been run on 
Swift Creek contexts from the Altamaha River south to the mouth of the St. Johns River, 
only those determinations with the highest confidence (e.g. sooted sherds or associated 
fragile shells) on Kelvin-like ceramics are discussed here. 
 
 
Table 7. Calibrated radiocarbon assays for Kelvin and similar coastal ceramics. 
 
Site Beta 

Analytic 
# 

Material/ 
associated 
ceramics 

Measured 
C14 age 
(BP) 

C13/12 
ratio 
(0/00) 

Conventional 
C14 age (BP) 

Calibrated 1 
Sigma (AD) 
with 
intercept 

Calibrated 2 
Sigma 

Reference 

9GN343 248327 Soot/ Kelvin 
Comp. Std. 

1280±40 -12.3 1280±40 670 
(690) 770 

660-810 This  report 

8DU81 180188 Oyster shell/ 
Colorinda 
Plain 

1190±60 -5.2 1520±60 800  
(890) 960 

740-1020 Ashley 
2006 

8DU81 180189 Soot/ 
Colorinda  
Plain 

1190±40 -24.7 1190±40 780 
 (870) 890 

720-960 Ashley 
2006 

8DU81 182335 Soot/ poorly 
made Swift 
Creek Comp.  
Std. 

1250± -25.4 1240±40 705 
 (775) 855 

680-885 Ashley 
2006 

8DU81 218560 Soot/ poorly 
made Swift 
Creek Comp. 
Std. 

1200±40 -24.7 1200±40 780 (810, 
840, 860) 
890 

710-960 Ashley et al. 
2007 

8NA910 159964 Soot/ 
Crooked 
River Comp. 
Std. 

1150±40 -23.4 1180±40 790 
(880) 900 
 
 

770-970 Hendryx 
and 
Smith 2001 

8NA910 159965 Tagelus 
shell/ 
Crooked 
River Comp. 
Std. 

1120±60 0.0 1540±60 780  
(870) 920 

720-1000 Hendryx 
and  
Smith 2001 
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The Cedar Point Site (8DU81) in Duval County, Florida, had multiple 
occupations, but at 28.8 percent, Colorinda was the most frequent ceramic type found. 
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped was 7.4 percent of the total (Ashley 2006b: 115). Four 
radiocarbon determinations from 8DU81 may be relevant to the Cook-Thompson site and  
Kelvin in general. First, Colorinda is a grog-tempered, predominately plain, ware similar 
to grog-tempered Kelvin Plain (Sears 1957, Ashley 2006a, Cook 1979). One major 
difference between the two types is the common use of crushed St. Johns sponge spicule-
tempered sherds as grog in Colorinda ware and the negative to sand-tempered grog in the 
Kelvin ware (Booremans and Shaak 1986, Rolland and Bond 2003). However, the use of 
crushed St. Johns sherds for temper material may have been a local technology used 
where St. Johns pottery was readily available. Only about 22 percent of the Colorinda 
pottery at the Cedar Point Site was tempered with sandy grog that did not contain any 
sponge spicules (Ashley 2006b:112). Like Kelvin Plain, Colorinda pottery was often 
smoothed by scraping with a mussel shell. The two radiocarbon determinations on 
Colorinda pottery (#s 180188, 180189) from Cedar Point are 150+ years younger than the 
radiocarbon determination from the Cook-Thompson site (Ashley 2006b). This is not 
totally unexpected, since no grog-tempered Kelvin ware was found at 9GN343. As 
discussed above, the fact that grog-tempering was absent at 9GN343 suggests that the 
Kelvin presence there is early. The Swift Creek pottery in the Lower St. Johns Region, 
including the Cedar Point Site, does not contain sponge spicules (Rolland and Bond 
2003:93). One of the two radiocarbon determinations (#182335) on soot scraped from 
poorly made Swift Creek Complicated Stamped sherds from 8DU81 is very close to the 
determination on the Kelvin sherd from 9GN343, when they are compared at the higher 
confidence level (Ashley 2006b). The other sherd (#218560) is significantly younger 
(Ashley et al.:23). 
 

Two radiocarbon dates from the Honey Dripper Site (8NA910) on Amelia Island 
in Nassau County, Florida are also of interest (Nos. 159964, 159965). At 52.3 percent, 
Crooked River Complicated Stamped was the most frequent diagnostic type found at 
8NA910. Swift Creek curvlinear stamped was 30.5 of the diagnostic wares (Hendryx 
2004:305).  The Honeydripper dates, which agree well with one another at the one Sigma 
level, were obtained on soot and shells associated with Crooked River Complicated 
Stamped sherds (Hendryx and Smith 2001).  However, they are about 150+ years 
younger than the Kelvin sherd from 9GN343. Several obvious differences in the Crooked 
River Complicated Stamped motifs illustrated by Hendryx and the Kelvin vessel from 
9GN343 are apparent. First, the Kelvin Complicated Stamped motifs are much larger and 
consist of a single set of nested chevrons applied perpendicular to the rim (Figures 12, 
13B, 15G), while the Honeydripper motifs are smaller connected chevrons applied 
parallel to the rim (Hendryx 2004: 304-306). These differences may represent 
chronological or local variations. 
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Features 
 

No prehistoric soil features were found in the excavation of the two units. 
 
 
Bone Preservation. 
 

There was so little shell in the soil that prehistoric bone was not well preserved in 
most areas. The presence of large quantities of modern food bone in the A horizon is 
probably due to a former owner keeping a dog in the back yard. Several cat burials were 
found in the shovel tests. The modern food bone found was all associated with the A 
horizon. A few charred bone fragments were found that might be preserved prehistoric 
food bone. The prehistoric food bone that was found in situ in the 1975 Cook Garden was 
well preserved by the surrounding oyster shells 
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SUMMARY  AND  CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 

Soil type and site boundaries. 
 

The shovel tests dug along the E200 line suggested north-south limits for 
9GN343. Two negative shovel tests at N227 and N229 indicated the1975 garden was at 
the approximate northern boundary. The two shovel tests dug at N193 and N191 indicate 
the southern boundary is somewhere beneath the concrete driveway. The eastern limit for 
the site was not found because we encountered a disturbance filled with gravel a few 
meters east of the E200 line. The western boundary of the site was not found because 
shovel testing was not extended beyond the back fence. It is interesting to note that all of 
the positive shovel tests produced a Cainhoy soil profile. The shovel tests dug to the 
south and east of 9GN343 were negative and exhibited Mandarin or Mandarin-like soil 
profiles (Figure 15).  
 
 
Stratigraphy 
 

As mentioned above, the shovel tests had soil profiles that were typical of 
Cainhoy soil. However, it was difficult to determine which of the strata the prehistoric 
artifacts were coming from. Unit 1 was excavated to provide specific soil profile data.  

 
The results of the two block unit excavation indicate that most, if not all, of the 

prehistoric ceramics occurred between 20 and 40 centimeters below the surface (cmbs). 
One exception was shovel test N212E197, where a Deptford Brushed sherd was found in 
situ at a depth of 88 cmbs. Given the small diameter of the shovel test, we could not 
determine if the sherd was in a feature. The soil profile of this shovel test appeared to be 
rather typical of the other shovel tests, with the B21 horizon ending about 56 cmbs.  

 
This site is unusual in that the prehistoric ceramics that it contains are very well 

preserved in spite of being located in an intensely occupied urban area. The shallow in- 
situ deposits of prehistoric pottery lying in yellowish brown sand and a well developed A 
horizon provide evidence that there has been little disturbance below the primary humus 
for perhaps 1,000 years. A rounded scatter of prehistoric pottery lying from 23 to 33 
centimeters below the surface has seemingly retained the integrity of its original 
horizontal distribution. The vertical position of this deposit at the base of the A horizon or 
primary humus zone indicates that the individual sherds moved downward into the soil 
together and that their downward movement may have been greatly slowed or even term-
inated when they reached the B21 horizon. Soil organisms, such as insects and 
earthworms consume and or excavate organic soil in the A horizon and redeposit it on the 
surface of the ground. This process, called bioturbation, gradually removes soil from 
beneath objects which may be lying on the surface, an effect which causes them to slowly 
sink into the ground. Since these soil organisms are active in the A horizon, the sinking of 
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Figure 15. Map of 9GN343 showing probable site boundaries. 
 
Figure 15. Map of 9GN343 showing probable site boundaries. 
 
 
an object might slow or stop at the base of the A horizon. Bioturbation has been 
considered before as a significant factor in the upward transportation of A horizon soils. 
Pearson and Cook (2008:3-18; Cook 1987) found shell middens on Ossabaw Island and 
nearby Coffee Bluff to have no A horizon soil beneath them. To the contrary, C. B. 
Moore (1897) reported numerous sand burial mounds in the vicinity that had dark bands 
of soil near their base. These “dark bands” reported by Moore and others (Thomas and 
Larsen 1979:102-103; Larsen and Thomas 1982:279; Larsen and Thomas 1986:24; 
DePratter 1991:116) were obviously the undisturbed primary humus.  Pearson and Cook  
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(2008:3-18) attempted to explain the different manifestations of this phenomenon on the 
basis of depth and the porosity of the overlying matrix.  Shell middens, which have a high 
porosity, allow oxygen and water to percolate freely to their base. Consequently, soil 
organisms are able to function normally to transport the A horizon soil up into the shells 
and/or onto the surface. Over time the A horizon is gradually exhausted, leaving the base 
of the shell midden resting on the sterile B or C horizon soil.  In the case of sand burial 
mounds that were constructed rapidly over an undisturbed A horizon, the bioturbating 
soil organisms were quickly and deeply buried and may have died in the anaerobic 
environment created by the encapsulating layer of sand. The net result could have been 
preservation of the A horizon as a dark organic layer beneath the mound.  Obviously, 
there is a point at which a shell midden either ceases to subside, or the subsidence is 
greatly slowed. It seems reasonable to assume that a group of ceramic sherds would 
behave in a way similar to the shells in a midden. That is, the sherds subside until they 
reach the surface of the sterile B21 horizon, where their downward movement greatly 
slows or ceases. An interesting observation for 9GN343 is that St. Simons ceramics, 
which are three times as old as Kelvin ceramics, were not found at a greater depth in Unit 
1 (Table 3). This suggests that, for all practical purposes, in this site, the subsidence 
caused by bioturbation ceased when an object reached the B21 horizon.  
 
 
Discussion 
 

Faunal material that was preserved by the presence of oyster shell in the 1975 
garden suggests that subsistence activities at the site included the processing and or 
consumption of fish, deer and turtle. Since the fish would have been captured at least 0.7 
km distant from the site, it seems unlikely that they were brought there to be processed 
and then consumed elsewhere. However, the lack of shellfish remains across the site 
leaves one to wonder if food bones were only associated with the shell feature and do not 
represent what was normally brought to the site. Unfortunately, if faunal remains were 
discarded in the site where shell was absent or in minuscule quantities, they were likely 
destroyed by the highly acid environment of the Cainhoy soil. However, the dry 
conditions offered by this soil may have encouraged prehistoric people to bring plants 
and animals there for processing. Our archaeological findings lead us to question why 
late Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian visitors would all carefully limit their 
activities to the area underlain by Cainhoy soil. It is not possible to determine from 
observing the surface, what kind of soil lies below. In this case, the soil qualities cannot 
be fully determined without digging a hole at least 30 centimeters deep, or, perhaps 
observing the soil beneath a recently fallen tree. This fact suggests that the prehistoric 
visitors to the site were not only knowledge-able about the subsurface properties of the 
soil, but that they were selecting the location because of the soil’s properties.  

 
The ceramics found at 9GN343 certainly indicate their use as containers to 

transport materials to and from the site and/or their use as cooking vessels. The heavy 
layer of soot on many of the Swift Creek/ Kelvin sherds verifies that at least one 
container brought to the site had served as a cooking vessel. Furthermore, the presence of 
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several large sherds and a relatively undisturbed scatter of sherds from the same vessel 
suggest that the Kelvin occupation was probably intermittent and brief. 

 
Other evidence for site function comes from the two shell artifacts. Both of these 

artifacts were likely to have resulted from a leisure attempt to manufacture shell 
ornaments. The abraded sherds found could have been used to grind such artifacts into 
the desired shape. The incised groove in the whelk spire was probably produced by a 
chert blade six or more centimeters in length. Otherwise, evidence for the use of chipped 
stone at the site is virtually absent.  

 
Assuming that all of the prehistoric people that occupied 9GN343 were using the 

location in conjunction with the acquisition of resources, the classic prey model may 
offer a tentative explanation of site function. This model proposes that hunter-gatherers 
attempt to maximize returns by exploiting the most profitable resources first, then 
collecting less and less profitable resources in the order of the increase in the ratio of  
expended/acquired energy that is involved with their acquisition(Winterhalder 1981; 
O’Connell and Hawkes 1981). Other, more subjective factors that may influence choice 
are taste, fat content, and whether the prey is meat or carbohydrate (Jochim 1976 ).    

 
The interior Brunswick peninsula was similar in geographic form and vegetation 

to the “maritime forest patch type” described for St. Catherines Island by Thomas 
(2008:254). Thomas’ work on St. Catherines Island is thorough and it probably provides 
us with the best current theoretical models of aboriginal subsistence adaptation to the 
natural prehistoric Georgia Coastal environment. He describes the maritime forest patch 
type as  containing numerous terrestrial habitats which span several different soil types 
(Thomas 2008:255). Within this patch he assumes “…that aboriginal foragers on the 
barrier islands will allocate foraging time to the hunt type that yields the highest expected 
return rate at that point in time (Thomas 2008:258).” In this patch type, at a return rate of 
12,000-22,000 kcal/hr, hunting (bear and deer) has the highest ranking return rate 
(Thomas 2008: 221). This is followed by harvesting mast, with a return rate of 1670-2150 
kcal/hr (Thomas 2008:259). Thus, the two highest yielding choices for prehistoric 
foragers/collectors on the interior Brunswick peninsula may have been hunting deer 
(assuming that bear had been hunted to near extinction there) and collecting mast. 
Following the principle of Ockham’s razor, which is often paraphrased as “All other  
things being equal, the simplest solution is the best,” the available data from the Cook-
Thompson site will be evaluated here in regard to these two highest ranking maritime 
forest foraging/collecting choices.   

 
First, could the Cook-Thompson site have been used as a temporary hunting 

camp? Based on the near absence of lithics, this seems unlikely. The only prehistoric 
lithic artifact found was a tiny 0.1 gram chert tertiary flake recovered in shovel test 
N212E193. Otherwise, evidence for the use of a chert knife has been presented above. 
Were hunting technologies used locally that did not require stone tools? Considering the 
artifacts found at the Courthouse site, this does not seem to be the case. At that site, all 
three areas tested produced lithics. Forty-one chert flakes found were large enough to be 
retained on a six millimeter screen and several flake tools and bifaces were also found 
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(Cook 1989:28). Since most of the proveniences excavated contained shell and lithic 
debitage is difficult to find in shell, it is likely that additional lithic artifacts were present 
but overlooked.  

 
Although the Courthouse site was interpreted as a small temporary hunting camp, 

or field camp, this classification may not be entirely appropriate for the Kelvin 
occupation there (Cook 1989:38). Field camps are usually described as being on a smaller 
scale than residential bases, such as 8GN86. Binford defines “field camps  as places 
where hunting groups are maintained while away from the residential base (Binford 
1980). Considering the presence of diverse terrestrial animal remains, shellfish and 
storage/refuse pits, this site seems to fall somewhere between a field camp and a 
residential base in function. Thomas (2008:70) suggests that in coastal Georgia settings 
similar to this, while men hunted abroad, women and children foraged for fish, mollusks, 
nuts and other nearby resources. The presence of Kelvin storage/ refuse pits (Figures 16 
and 17) at the Courthouse site indicates that an undetermined portion of storable food 
resources were not being transported to the residential base, a 30 minute walk away. Such 
on-site storage indicates that mast crops were being processed and stored at a minimal 
distance from the central place residence. Small site size and lack of burials indicates that 
the Courthouse site was not a residential base for the entire Kelvin population. One 
aspect of logistical mobility involves the collectors traveling to procurement locations 
that are too far from the residential base, in this case 9GN86, to permit them to return the 
same day. In this model, small groups travel from the residential base to the procurement 
location or field camp and remain there for extended periods of time (Beck, et al 2002 
:485). The type of archaeological site created by people operating with this form of 
logistical mobility could be represented by the Kelvin occupation at the Courthouse site. 
However, contrary to this reasoning is the fact that the Courthouse site is only two 
kilometers, or about a 30 minute walk from the residential base at Prince Street, much too 
close for a field camp or small satellite residential base. Presumably, the Courthouse site 
was strategically located to maximize the prehistoric collector’s efforts on the western 
side of the peninsula and in the nearby marshes. Critical to that strategy was the dug-out 
canoe, used to gain access to shellfish and finfish resources. The importance of such 
technological transportation aids are not usually considered in modern foraging models 
(Bouseman1993:60). Classic central place foraging and field processing models such as 
that presented by Metcalfe and Barlow (1992:346.) do not take into consideration the 
energy expended in movingwatercraft from a residential base to other locations that may 
not be aerially distant, but distant by the course of waterways. Although such a move 
requires considerable energy, watercraft provide access to otherwise inaccessible 
resources. In this case, the land distance from the residential base to the Courthouse Site 
is minimal, but the distance by water around the southern tip of the Brunswick peninsula 
is over 10 kilometers. If the aboriginal collectors were to exploit the salt marshes west of 
the peninsula, they would need to move and base their watercraft there. The energy and 
time expended in moving watercraft from the residential base to the other side of the 
peninsula may have encouraged some degree of permanency in occupation, at least 
during certain times of the year.  
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Figure 16. Kelvin storage/refuse pit at the Prince Street Site (9GN86) on the corner of 
Prince and Cleburn streets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 17. Kelvin storage/refuse pit at the Courthouse Site (9GN214).  
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While the diverse artifact and faunal material found at the Courthouse site 
indicate it was generally used as a hunting and broad range collecting site with semi-
permanent occupation, those found at the Cook-Thompson site do not support this model. 
Rather, the artifacts found are almost entirely ceramics. Small sites with low artifact 
diversity are typically viewed as “procurement locations” (Lohse 1993) or simply 
“locations” (Binford 1980). Locations are places where resources are procured and  
minimally processed, before they are transported to the residential base. Locations are 
typically associated with a focus on the extraction of a single important resource, and the 
artifacts used are generally sparse and undiversified.  Plant extraction locations and 
fishing locations are hard to recognize because the artifact inventory to procure these 
resources is highly perishable and suffers minimal loss in the extraction process ( Lohse 
1993). The artifacts found at 9GN343 consist almost entirely of ceramics. The size of the 
site and lack of diversity in artifacts suggest that 9GN343 was a procurement location 
that required little nonperishable material. The pottery vessels that were broken at the site 
may have been used to transport food, water or the resources that were collected.  The 
indication is that the site occupants were engaged in one or two highly specific task(s) 
that were not likely related to hunting. 

 
During the Kelvin phase, the Cook-Thompson site was only a 10-minute walk 

from the residential base at 9GN86. This distance is so minimal that Cook-Thompson had 
more to offer than a transportable resource. That resource may have been the soil.  

 
Today, the Brunswick peninsula abounds in live oak. Apparently, the conditions 

are optimal for the growth of these trees. The famous and historic “Lovers Oak” with 
Indian legion, touted to be 900 years old, grows only 60 meters north of the Cook-
Thompson Site. Acorn crops from these trees do not seem to be predictable.  

 
Coder (2003) says that live oak “…acorn production is usually good every year 

with little periodicity (no masting cycle).” However, in fact, acorn crops do vary 
significantly from year to year. The Brunswick acorn crop of 2007 was remarkable. One 
single oak tree at 625 Albany Street produced so many acorns that the ground beneath it 
was literally covered with a layer several centimeters thick. Drifts of crushed acorns 
could be seen in paved streets beneath live oak trees all over town. The next year there 
was hardly a live oak acorn to be seen anywhere in Glynn County. Concerning white 
oaks in general, Johnson (1995) indicates that “…environmental factors unfavorable to 
acorn production such as late spring frost and summer drought tend to obscure inherent 
periodicity (cycles) in production, new evidence suggests that such periodicity occurs at 
2-, 3-, and 4- year intervals for black, white, and northern red oaks, respectively.” Other 
studies (Beck 1977; Christisen et al 1984) also indicate periodicity in most species with 
good crops occurring about one year in every three or four. There were no late frosts or 
summer drought in 2008. Therefore, as suggested by Johnson, coastal live oaks may 
experience a natural three year masting cycle. There is no doubt that during peak mast 
years, a few prehistoric people equipped with rakes or similar tools could have collected 
dozens if not hundreds of kilograms of live oak acorns in a single working day. Water 
oaks are also fairly prolific on the Brunswick peninsula and although there are very few 
pignut hickories today, they may have been common in the past. 
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The most ubiquitous feature in Kelvin sites is the below ground pit. These have 

been documented in most large Kelvin sites and five of these pits were associated with 
two houses at the Kelvin Grove Site (Cook 1979:72; Cook 1981:85; Cook 1989).  
Similarly, during late Woodland II culture (A. D. 1200-1500) in the James River valley, 
storage patterns indicated that households sheltered part of their surplus in storage pits 
located inside domestic structures (Moretti-Langholtz 2005). Like those features in 
Virginia, it has been suggested that Coastal Georgia pits, many of which became 
ultimately filled with oyster shells and other debris, had a primary function of food 
storage (Cook 1981: 78). In this case, the foods were probably acorns or other hardwood 
nuts. After the pits’ contents were removed, the hole that remained “... was filled as 
quickly as possible, because large open holes would undoubtedly pose a potential danger 
for the inhabitants , particularly children ( Redmond 2003).” These safety hazards could 
have been quickly eliminated by filling them with the lightest, most voluminous, and 
most readily available substance, oyster shell (See Figures 16, 17).  

 
The Glynn County Courthouse site (9GN214) and the Prince Street site (9GN86), 

on the Brunswick peninsula, both produced shell-filled pits dug into brown to brownish 
yellow sand (Figures 16 and 17). These sites were located within 150 meters of the salt 
marsh and both had an adequate supply of oyster shell for filling the pits. If such pits 
existed at Cook-Thompson there was practically no oyster shell to refill them. 

 
Similar to the late Woodland structures in the James River valley, the close 

association of several storage pits with Houses 1 and 3 at Kelvin Grove may represent an 
attempt to keep the contents of the storage pits as dry as possible. This was achieved by 
digging them into the house floor or beneath the eves of the house. At the Cook-
Thompson site, the Cainhoy soil, which has superior drainage properties, could have  
provided a similar environment for the storage of surplus nuts. The association of cultural 
remains with Cainhoy soil at the Cook-Thompson site indicates prehistoric people knew 
about the physical characteristics of the soil and limited their activities to it.  The site may 
have been used only during those peak “bumper crop” years when the yield of nuts 
exceeded their ability to move them quickly to a central location.  
 

Storage/refuse pits have been found at other locations on the Georgia Coast. 
Caldwell and McCann reported 41 “midden pits” at the Oemler site in Chatham County. 
They describe these pits as “…round or oval with the sides either straight or bell-
shaped…” and containing oyster shell (Caldwell and McCann n.d.).  Figure 18 shows a 
storage/refuse pit dug into Cainhoy soil on Cumberland Island. This storage/refuse pit 
appeared at about 50 centimeters below the surface and extended to about 100 
centimeters below the surface (Rock 2006:67). Very little shell was in the overlying soil 
and the feature appeared to have been quickly filled with oyster shells brought there for 
the sole purpose of filling it in. The Harris Neck Airfield site (9McI41) also yielded 
numerous pits dug into Galestown soils (Braley, et al 1986:52). Like Cainhoy, these soils 
are sandy and excessively drained (Byrd, et al 1961:17) The pits found at 9McI41 were 
large and small in size. The larger pits were filled with oyster shells. Several of the 
smaller pits were filled with brown sand. The ceramics found in these features were 
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primarily Irene. Feature 22, a 1.4 x 0.9 meter pit contained large quantities of charcoal 
and charred corn cobs, cane and hickory nut shells (Braley et al 1986:57).  The 
interesting aspect of these two sites is that they both had Mission period components and 
some of the pits found contained Mission period artifacts. Several Mission period San 
Pedro sherds can be seen on the surface of the pit shown in Figure 18. Unfortunately, our  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 18. Storage/ refuse feature in EU 7 (N1454-1455/E1048-1050) at the Dungeness 
Wharf Site (9CM14) on Cumberland Island (Rock 2006). This feature was dug 
100 cm into Cainhoy soil (Rigdon and Green 1980: sheet 90). 
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excavations at 9GN343 did not provide conclusive evidence of storage pits, but shovel 
test N212E197 did yield an in situ Deptford sherd at a depth of 88 cmbs. A variety of 
non-human disturbances, such as a storm-related tree uprooting or a rodent burrow, could 
also account for the sherds depth. However, the possibility that storage pits exist in the 
site cannot be ruled out, since less than one percent of its known area was excavated.  
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Research objective 1. What was the remaining extent of the site and how severely has it 
been damaged by urban development? 
 

The shovel test data suggests the northern and southern limits for 9GN343 are at 
about N200 and N225, but the east and west limits were not established. Since 
unoccupied Mandarin soil lies 70 meters to the east, the eastern limit of the site is 
somewhere between Brians Thompson's back yard and that point. The western limit of 
the site was not found due to a conflict in property ownership. An important observation 
of our tests was that the prehistoric artifacts found were only associated with Cainhoy 
soil; the friable, loose grained, rapidly permeable type of soil that provided the driest 
subsurface conditions in the area. The available data suggest that the site is approximately 
25 meters in diameter. Modern intrusions such as water or sewer pipes, pet burials and an 
unspecified gravel filled area were found, but their associated intrusions have probably 
destroyed less than 25 percent of the site.  
 
Research Objective 2. Could we discover any geographical and/or geological reasons for 
the site’s position in the center of the Brunswick peninsula, presumably distant from 
sources of potable water? 
 

Today, the Brunswick peninsula has many very large live oak trees growing in 
residential yards and along the streets. These trees produce heavy acorn crops every few 
years in spite of their roots being disturbed by urban activity and being deprived of water 
by pavement runoff. It is likely that the prolific productivity and longevity of these trees 
are not modern phenomena. Furthermore, it is also likely that, throughout the last four 
millennia, prehistoric people found the Brunswick peninsula a climax maritime forest 
dominated by live oaks and that late Archaic, Woodland and Missippian cultures 
exploited their mast. Furthermore, 9GN343 offered an unusually well-drained type of 
soil. Thus, prehistoric people may have utilized this site as a mast procurement and 
processing headquarters during “bumper crop” years and possibly the type of storage 
facility commonly called “cache.”  The St. Catherines Island experiments on terrestrial 
transport indicated that “acorn and hickory nuts should never have been field processed 
prior to transport on St. Catherines Island,” because the maximum terrestrial distance was 
only 16.1 km (Thomas 2008:219). However, in regard to acorns the term “processing” is 
broad. In reality, the processing of acorns can range from simply sorting, to sorting, 
drying, cracking, winnowing, grinding and leaching. It is logical that a certain amount of 
sorting would be done in the field. However, if the acorns were dried in the field they 
would have to be attended while they were drying and the attendant would have an ample 
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amount of free time to be engaged in other tasks while the acorns were drying. Bettinger 
and colleagues (1997) use the central place foraging model developed by Metcalfe and 
Barlow (1992) to evaluate the black oak acorn and big mussel field processing 
procedures chosen by the Mono people of the western Sierra Nevada. This “…model 
assumes that (1) humans will optimize their delivery of useful material to a central place; 
(2) procurement occurs in a locale some distance from the residential site, imposing 
outward travel and return transport costs; and (3) the resource can be separated into high 
and low value components (Winterhalder 2002:215).” Bettinger and colleagues found 
that when field processing is limited to drying, even travel times as short as 45 minutes 
make it feasible to dry acorns in the field. If the Prince Street site was the only Kelvin 
phase residential base on the Brunswick peninsula and the Courthouse site was a 
hunting/collecting camp, then the presence of Kelvin storage/ refuse pits at the latter site 
may indicate that mast was also being processed at 9GN343, a 30 minute walk from the 
residential base. 
 

The Cook-Thompson site was located in a geographical position convenient to the 
exploitation of any of the resources on the southern Brunswick peninsula. From this 
location, foragers/collectors could have walked out as far as the southern and western 
fringes of the peninsula in less than 15 minutes. The mast that they collected in the late 
Fall may have been brought back to 9GN343 for primary processing and possibly 
storage. The advantage of a local processing area was that the drying of acorns has to be 
accomplished quickly, since “…acorns of the white oak group have little or no dormancy 
and will germinate almost immediately after falling (Bonner 2008:4).” However, acorns 
are recalcitrant seeds and lowering the moisture level below 25 to 30 percent will prevent 
germination (Bonner 2008:3). Therefore, according to Bonner, it seems that it may have 
been advantageous to carry out sorting and drying near where the acorns were collected, 
especially if a suitable location was available. Also, if laid bare to the sun, the loose 
sandy soil at 9GN343 could have served as an effective radiant heat source for drying 
acorns. This could have been important during the peak acorn fall in November, when the 
average temperature was only about 15 degrees centigrade. Traditionally, the acorns were 
spread out on a blanket, mat or hide and rotated periodically by agitation, so they dried 
evenly. According to modern informant, Miwok/Paiute, Julia Parker, her grandmother 
sun-dried acorns on a tarp for two to seven days (Ortiz 1991: 47). Modern acorn 
processing experts recommend sun drying over other methods, because it reduces future 
mold problems and kills any insect eggs or larvae which might be inside the shells (Clay 
1998; Atkins 2006). During the drying process someone needed to be present to keep the 
wild animals away and agitate the acorns (Ortiz 1991:46). If indeed, 9GN343 was an 
acorn processing location, someone needed to remain there 24 hours a day for two to 
seven days, while the nuts were drying, or until they were moved elsewhere. Any 
subsistence activities at 9GN343 probably would have been related to the on-site 
worker(s) and or their support crew. One thing is reasonably certain, they were not 
processing acorns into finished flour at this location. First, heavy wooden mortars and 
pestles would have been needed for crushing and grinding the nuts. Such heavy 
processing equipment would have been located at the central place village. Secondly, the 
preferred method for processing pulverized acorn into finished meal requires a plentiful 
supply of clean, cool, fresh water for leaching, something that was not available at 
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9GN343 (Ortiz 1991:95). Recent de-bittering experiments performed on St. Catherines 
Island live oak acorns were unsuccessful, probably because leaching was attempted with 
relatively small amounts of boiling water (Thomas 2008:180). Concerning leaching with 
hot water, acorn processing expert Dan Fisher (2008) says; “When switching the acorns 
from one pot to another, make sure the water is boiling before adding the acorns. 
Switching the acorns from boiling water to cold water seems to lock in the bitterness.”  
Acorn bitterness is so prone to being locked in by heat that Julia Parker explained to Bev 
Ortiz that Grandmother scolded her for taking acorns from partially burned leaf piles. Her 
grandmother said they were no good because their bitterness had become baked in and 
would never leach out (Ortiz 1991:46). After sorting and drying, acorns are ready to be 
stored. Pits dug into dry sandy soil may have been the standard method of storage in 
Coastal Georgia. To the contrary, citing DeBoer (1988), Thomas (2008:243) questions 
whether or not below ground storage pits were ever used on St. Catherines Island, and 
apparently he has found none there. DeBoer proposed that storage pit use was linked to 
seasonal mobility and an attempt to hide surplus food from rival groups. Although 
predation by humans may be a danger to stored foods, a variety of other agencies seem to 
be more threatening.  Loss to other animals or insects is a threat to stored foods, as well 
as spoilage due to bacterial and fungal action, which destroy its nutritional value. These 
threats are best met by keeping the stored food cool, dry and in an anaerobic 
environment. Experiments have demonstrated that sealed below ground pits provide these 
favorable conditions. (Martinek 1998).  
 
Research question 3. What possible common foraging practice/s could have brought 
three diverse cultures back to the same location? 

 
It has been suggested that the soil conditions and geographical position of 

9GN343 made it a preferred locality for sorting, drying and possibly storing live oak 
acorns and other mast. Also, evidence that Woodland, Mississippian and Mission period 
sites, both regionally and nearby, located on excessively drained Cainhoy or soils similar 
to Cainhoy, contain storage/refuse pits has been presented. If these pits served a similar 
purpose, we must ask if Woodland, Mississippian and Historic cultures all practiced the 
same mast collection and storage behaviors. It would seem that the introduction of maize 
horticulture to the Georgia coast during the Mississippian Period would have resulted in a 
reduction or disappearance of those sites and features that were used for mast 
procurement, processing and storage. However, some researchers insist that prehistoric 
foraging practices remained relatively constant in regard to mast, even after the 
introduction of maize horticulture (Larson 1980, Crook 1986, Thomas 2008). For 
example, in regard to native people on St. Catherines Island choosing between collecting 
acorns, hard shell clams and slash-and-burn horticulture, Thomas concluded “that if 
higher ranked collecting options exist, then female foragers will likely invest only 
sporadic and minimal efforts in cultivating maize crops (Thomas 2008:209).” Those 
“higher ranked” collecting option choices may have been made during peak mast years. 

 
There is ethnographic evidence that historic Native Americans along the Georgia 

Coast and northeastern Florida were still engaged in acorn procurement, storage, 
processing, and consumption during the 16th century. In 1565 René Laudonnière received 
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“…barques full of corn, acorns, and baskets full of the cassena leaves…” from the widow 
of King Hioacaia in appreciation of a gift that he had sent her (Bennett 1975:114). Figure 
19 depicts Jacques le Moyne’s drawing titled “preparations for a feast.” Presumably, le 
Moyne was sufficiently impressed by what he saw the eastern Florida Indians doing, he 
recorded it in a drawing. Interpreting this same scene, Lewis Larson suggested “that 
much of the activity pictured centers on the preparation of acorn meal (Larson 
1980:196).” 

 
In agreement with Larson’s interpretation and as an expansion of his suggestion, 

it is possible that all of the activities pictured can be explained in terms of acorn 
preparation. Yosemite Miwok/Paiute Julia Parker's description of acorn preparation and 
the descriptions of others may describe what is being shown in LeMoyne’s drawing. First 
“During the drying stage…acorns are checked from time to time and any which show 
insect damage are removed…Grandmother dried her acorns on the ground atop an old 
quilt, old gunny sack, or old canvas cloth (Ortiz 1991:45).”  Drying and sorting is 
followed by cracking, shelling and winnowing to remove the bitter skins. The four Indian 
women in the rear of the engraving are kneeling around what appears to be a hide, mat or 
blanket covered with small food objects. They may be engaged in sorting, cracking and 
winnowing, acorn processing sub-tasks that are, according to Julia’s description, the most 
labor intensive (Ortiz 1991:49-58). Appropriate to its labor requirement, this is the sub-
task in the painting that engages four people. The man in the rear of the engraving 
appears to be holding a pestle and is apparently crushing and grinding the food (acorns?)  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19. Florida Indians making “Preparations for a feast” in the late sixteenth century. Drawn 
by Jaques le Moyne and later engraved by Theodore de Bry. One copy was colored by 
an unknown artist (after Bennett1968). 
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in a shallow mortar. After winnowing the bitter acorn skins, Julia Parker would pound the 
cleaned kernels between pestle and mortar.  Julia’s grandmother had an oak burl mortar 
that was 14 inches deep and weighed about 50 pounds (Ortiz 1991:59). After pounding, 
Julia sifted her meal for “evenness.” She explained, “you don’t want to have course and 
fine. You want to have fine flour (Ortiz 1991:85).” Julia’s sifting was done in a shallow 
basket in much the same way a miner pans for gold, but without the water. During the 
sifting process the fines were caught in the weave of the basket and the larger 
particlesbounced over the edge where they were collected for re-pounding. Properly 
ground acorn meal “…is so fine that it will stick to the basket when it is turned upside 
down (Redhawk 1995).” Julia Parker used a soaproot brush to remove the acorn flour 
from her sifting basket (Ortiz 1991:91). The large shallow basket with a narrow flat edge, 
shown in front of the fire in LeMoyne’s drawing looks very much like the acorn flour 
sifting basket used  by Julia Parker (Ortiz 1991: 56). Also the man in the foreground 
holding the shallow basket in a semi-inverted position may be shaking the stuck fine flour 
out of the basket onto a hide or mat. After sifting, the acorn flour is then leached. Ortiz 
says “leaching involves pouring cold water through sifted flour (1991:95).”  Leaching is 
done in the ground in a shallow pit lined with a cloth. As Larson suggests, the man in the 
engraving that is pouring water into a small hole in the ground may be engaged in 
leaching acorn flour. From the way he is holding the pot, the water is obviously not hot. 
Once the acorn flour has been adequately leached it can be cooked in a variety of ways. 
Mush called nuppa, or soup called akiva by the Miwok/Paiute, is cooked in a large 
volume of boiling water (Ortiz 1991: 116). The food substance being prepared in the 
large pot of boiling water shown in the painting could be acorn mush or soup, to which 
they may have added plants, shellfish, finfish or other animals. 

 
An attempt has been made to understand why a small multi-component 

prehistoric site, that has produced almost exclusively ceramics, lies on Cainhoy soil, 
distant from sources of potable water. Being in an urban setting, the site's natural 
boundaries have been difficult to determine. However, there is fairly strong evidence that 
the distribution of artifacts within the site occurs in conjunction with a localized area of 
dry, friable, Cainhoy soil. Also, the narrow range of artifact types suggests a consistent 
lack of diversity in site function throughout time. While the plant resources on this small 
patch of Cainhoy soil likely varied during the four millennia of visitations by prehistoric 
people, the physical properties of the soil were constant. The combination of dry, well 
drained soil and a geographical position that was advantageous to exploiting terrestrial 
resources on the southern Brunswick peninsula has been suggested as the primary reason 
for the site’s occupation by Native American people. Among other advantages, the soil at 
9GN343 offered optimal conditions for the collection, sorting, drying and possibly 
storage of acorns or other mast. If late Archaic, Woodland and Mississippian people were 
using the site in conjunction with their collecting of seasonally available mast, the site 
may have been occupied for only a few days a year, and possibly only during those years 
that produced a large mast crop. The presence of large sherds and a deposit of relatively 
undisturbed sherds from the same vessel, suggest intermittent occupation during the 
Kelvin phase.  
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Miwok/Paiute and other acorn processing data suggest that a person present 
during the acorn drying process may have had leisure time on his/her hands. At the Cook-
Thompson site, some of the leisure time of its occupants may have been spent 
manufacturing shell tools or ornaments. 

 
Few Coastal Georgia archaeological reports have related the distribution of 

artifacts to a particular soil type. Additional research in similar sites is needed to address 
the extremely tentative interpretations offered here. Furthermore, there is a need to define 
the type of artifact kit that would have been associated with collecting, processing and 
storing mast. Perhaps further excavation at 9GN343 would produce evidence of those 
artifacts or storage pits, similar to the ones that have been found at nearby sites 9GN86, 
9GN214 and other sites in coastal Georgia. If found, the storage pit fills need to be 
subjected to flotation and other suitable methods to recover plant remains. Charred plant 
material, phytoliths and residual soil chemicals could provide evidence of the pits’ 
original contents. The construction and use of storage pits in late archaic, Woodland and 
Mississippian cultures in Coastal Georgia are important issues that need to be 
systematically studied. 
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Cook-Thompson Site (9GN343) Glynn County, Georgia
Artifact Inventory

State Site Institute F S Field Date Provenience Class Artifact Motif/decoration Temper Period/ Phase Count Mass Comments
# Site # # (g)

9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated check stamped grit/sand Deptford 7 201.1 7 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery abraded grit/sand 1 8.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery abraded grit/sand 1 10.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery abraded sand 1 1.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery abraded sand 1 2.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery fiber/sand St. Simons 1 0.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 12.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 12.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 3 25.5 3 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 3 43.5 3 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 7.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 8.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 8.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 4.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 3.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 3.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 2.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 3.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 15.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain sand 1 3.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain sand 1 9.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain sand 1 8.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain sand 1 6.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain sand 1 3.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated incised fiber/sand St. Simons 1 44.3 rectilinear fine lines
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain fiber/sand St. Simons 1 18.3 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 12.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 17.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 10.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 4.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 10
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 18.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 9.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 10.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 18.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 11.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 5.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 1.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden prehistoric ceramic decorated Incised grit/sand Irene 1 20 rim- broad incised lines 2mm wide
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden historic ceramic decorated banded 19th Century 1 6.7 yellow ware with brown bands
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden bone 1 1.2 turtle carapace
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden bone 1 1.2 drum fish palate
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden bone 2 22.8 deer calcaneus and humerus (?) frag
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden bone 1 0.2 catfish head bone
9GN343 GAGL-16 1 5/1/1975 Cook Garden shell whelk 1 48.8 top of conch with saw marks
9GN343 GAGL-16 2 5/7/2008 ST N221E200 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 5.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 2 5/7/2008 ST N221E200 bone 1 0.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 2 5/7/2008 ST N221E200 shell oyster 25 frag 46.3 includes 2 oyster and 1 barnacle- all discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 shell oyster ? 2 frag 9.9 discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 8.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 4.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 1.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 12.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 2
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9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 2 46.7 2 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated cord marked grit/sand Savannah 1 7.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated brushed grit/sand Deptford 1 38.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 3.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 bone 1 1.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 3 5/7/2008 ST N211E200 historic architectural nail Historic 1 19.2 square 
9GN343 GAGL-16 4 5/7/2008  ST N206E200 metal-lead firearm projectile Historic 1 15.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 5 5/7/2008 ST N201E200 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 2.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 5 5/7/2008 ST N201E200 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 3.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 5 5/7/2008 ST N201E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated u.i. stamped grit/sand 1 3.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 6 5/7/2008 ST N212E201 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain fiber/sand St. Simons 1 16.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 6 5/7/2008 ST N212E201 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 0.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 6 5/7/2008 ST N212E201 bone 1 0.7 burned
9GN343 GAGL-16 6 5/7/2008 ST N212E201 shell oyster 1 frag 0.7 discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 7 5/7/2008 ST N212E199 bone 1 0.4 burned
9GN343 GAGL-16 7 5/7/2008 ST N212E199 prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 19.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 7 5/7/2008 ST N212E199 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery Woodland plain grit/sand 1 6.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 7 5/7/2008 ST N212E199 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 5.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 8 5/7/2008 ST N212E197 prehistoric ceramic decorated brushed grit/sand Deptford 1 44.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 8 5/7/2008 ST N212E197 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain fiber/sand St. Simons 1 8.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 8 5/7/2008 ST N212E197 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain fiber/sand St. Simons 1 7.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 8 5/7/2008 ST N212E197 prehistoric ceramic decorated incised fiber/sand St. Simons 1 0.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 8 5/7/2008 ST N212E197 bone 1 2.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 9 5/7/2008 ST N212E193 prehistoric ceramic decorated u.i. stamped grit/sand 1 11.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 9 5/7/2008 ST N212E193 prehistoric ceramic decorated simple stamped sand Refuge 1 9.2 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 9 5/7/2008 ST N212E193 prehistoric ceramic decorated u.i. stamped sand 1 2.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 9 5/7/2008 ST N212E193 prehistoric ceramic decorated u.i. stamped grit/sand 1 1.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 9 5/7/2008 ST N212E193 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded sand 1 3
9GN343 GAGL-16 9 5/7/2008 ST N212E193 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand Mississippian 1 1.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 9 5/7/2008 ST N212E193 lithic tertiary flake 1 0.1 Heat treated
9GN343 GAGL-16 10 5/7/2008 ST N221E198 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain fiber/sand St. Simons 1 0.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 10 5/7/2008 ST N221E198 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 0.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 10 5/7/2008 ST N221E198 shell oyster 1 frag 0.7 discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 11 5/7/2008 ST N201E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated cord marked grit/sand Savannah 1 1.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 11 5/7/2008 ST N201E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated cord marked grit/sand Savannah 1 0.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 11 5/7/2008 ST N201E200 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 3.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 11 5/7/2008 ST N201E200 metal-iron Historic 1 11.7 Corroded/function unknown
9GN343 GAGL-16 12 5/7/2008 ST N209E194 prehistoric ceramic decorated check stamped grit/sand Savannah 1 3.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 13 5/7/2008 ST N209E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated cord marked grit/sand Savannah 1 4.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 13 5/7/2008 ST N209E200 shell whelk 1 13.1 8.06 cm long, possible awl
9GN343 GAGL-16 14 5/7/2008 ST N215E196 bone 1 0.7 burned
9GN343 GAGL-16 15 5/7/2008 ST N216.5E203.5 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 1 Found in shovel test hole dug to rebury cat skeleton
9GN343 GAGL-16 16 5/12/2008 ST N225E200 prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped grit Irene 1 18.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 16 5/12/2008 ST N225E200 shell oyster 8 frags 18.5 discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 17 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level1 toy marble undecorated pottery 19th Century 1 3.6 clay-1.5 cm
9GN343 GAGL-16 17 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level1 bone 1 2.7 burned
9GN343 GAGL-16 17 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level1 shell oyster 1frag 3.2 discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 18 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level2 shell oyster ? 3 frags 1.1 discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 18 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level2 bone 1 2.6 burned
9GN343 GAGL-16 18 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level2 bone 1 4.5 decayed
9GN343 GAGL-16 18 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 4
9GN343 GAGL-16 18 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level2 prehistoric ceramic decorated comp. stamped. grit/sand 1 3
9GN343 GAGL-16 18 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 1.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 metal-iron 19th Century 1 24.7 Square nail- 8.3 cm long
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 shell 3 frags 10.5 2 oyster, 1 clam-discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 bone 6 2.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 2.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated roughened grit/sand 1 10
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.5
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9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 2.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 3.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 4.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 2.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 4.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 2 26.5 2 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 2 17.9 2 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 8.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 23
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 13.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 7.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 5.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 5
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 3.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 6
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 3.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 6.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 3.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 19 5/14/2008 U-1 N210.5E197.5 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 2.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 20 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in situ @ .29 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 2 78.3 2 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 20 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in situ @ .29 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 2 52.3 2 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 20 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in situ @ .29 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 30.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 20 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in situ @ .29 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 2 27.7 2 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 20 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in situ @ .29 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 23.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 20 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in situ @ .29 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 31.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 20 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in situ @ .29 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 1.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 28.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 4
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 20.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 7.8 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 24
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 12.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 11 287.8 11 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 12
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 16.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 2 51.3 2 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 2 41 2 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 9.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 31.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 9.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 21 5/14/2008 U-1 Sherds in Situ@ .33 MBD prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 5.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 shell oyster 1 frag 5.5 discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 bone 1 0.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 5.8 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 10 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 7.3 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 2.2 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 1.7 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 4.5 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 28.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 17.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 11.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 3.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 24.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 2 30.2 2 mend
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 16.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 12.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 10.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 9.3
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9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 14.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 7.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 6.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 7.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 9.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 5.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 4.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 2.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/Kelvin 1 5.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic decorated cord marked grit/sand Savannah 1 1.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 2.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain grit/sand 1 2
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery plain fiber/sand St. Simons 1 7.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 22 5/14/2008 U-1 Level 4 fired clay blob 1 7.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 23 5/15/2008 U-1 Level 5 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 11 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 23 5/15/2008 U-1 Level 5 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 5.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 11.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 11.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 7.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 6.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 3.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 4.5 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 4.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 3.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 2.8 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 2.8 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 2.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 2.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 6.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 7.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 2.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 bone 1 2.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 bone 1 1.7 complete
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 bone 4 6 Burned
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 bone 1 0.8 Has incised marks-sawed?
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 bone 1 1
9GN343 GAGL-16 25 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 2 shell oyster 11 frags 29.9 discarded
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 4.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 2.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 1.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 2.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 0.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery eroded grit/sand 1 0.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery Plain grit/sand 1 6.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 18.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 14.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 13.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 14.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 16.6
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State Site Institute F S Field Date Provenience Class Artifact Motif/decoration Temper Period/ Phase Count Mass Comments
# Site # # (g)

9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 9.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 6.1 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 5.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 7
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 5.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 6
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 4.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 4.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 6.5
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 6.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 3.8 Rim
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 2
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 3.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 2.7
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 2
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 3.1
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 2.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand 1 1.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 prehistoric ceramic undecorated pottery abraded grit/sand 1 1.7 Rim?
9GN343 GAGL-16 26 5/28/2008 U-2 Level 3 shell oyster 9 frags 12.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 24A 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 12.6
9GN343 GAGL-16 24B 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 4
9GN343 GAGL-16 24C 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 8.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 24D 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 6.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 24E 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 13.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 24F 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 9.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 24G 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 15.4
9GN343 GAGL-16 24H 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 10.8
9GN343 GAGL-16 24I 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 16
9GN343 GAGL-16 24J 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 11
9GN343 GAGL-16 24K 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 7.3
9GN343 GAGL-16 24L 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 8
9GN343 GAGL-16 24M 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 6.9
9GN343 GAGL-16 24N 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 2 39.2
9GN343 GAGL-16 24O 5/28/2008 U-2 N210.5E199.5 sherds in situ prehistoric ceramic decorated Comp. Stamped grit/sand Swift Creek/ Kelvin 1 16.1
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